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The BIS Soviet/Chinese Technical Forum – 
A Brief History (1980-2015)

DAVID J. SHAYLER, FBIS

This paper was presented in part at the British Interplanetary Society 
Soviet/Chinese Technical Forum held on 19-21 June 2015.

On the evening of Friday 4 January 1980 the inaugural BIS 
Technical Forum was held in the Golovine Conference Room 
at the Societies Headquarters in London. The aim of the new 
Forum was stated in the meeting notice as “to enable small 
technical groups to discuss subjects of particular interest at a 
suitably high level” [1].

Though not originally planned to be dedicated to one subject 
or field, this inaugural meeting evolved over the next 35 years 
to focus primarily upon the latest news and developments, as 
well as historical perspective, from the Soviet, then Russian and 
more recently Chinese space programmes. So popular have 
these Forums become that each year the event has been firmly 
established as the leading meeting in the Society’s calendar, 
with occasional supplementary meetings covering other aspects 
of space exploration history and operations. This paper briefly 
reviews the development of what has become known as the 
Soviet/Chinese Technical Forum.

Origins

As part of the 35th anniversary celebrations of that pioneering 
Forum Phil Clark, one of the original speakers at the very first 
meeting, explained the origins of the event. The genesis of the 
Technical Forum had originated in 1979 from a suggestion by 
Anthony Kenden who was then working on the BIS Programme 
Committee [2].

 Anthony envisaged a series of informal evening events 
held at the new BIS Headquarters, during which four or five 
papers could be presented at each meeting. When put before 
the Programme Committee, the idea was whole heartedly 
agreed, recognising the opportunity for members to both 
meet and present papers on their chosen topics. It was 
decided that the first of these ‘Forums’ would be arranged for 
early January 1980 and would focus upon the popular topic 
of the Soviet Space Programme. Once this was agreed then 
contact was made with several specialists known to be active 
in analysing the Soviet programme. In addition the event was 
advertised, some months in advance, in the BIS publications, 
which in the days before the internet and social media, was 
the only way to spread the news to members of upcoming 
events. 

Antony Kenden, the creator of the BIS Technical Forum.
(Courtesy Fran Kenden & Phil Clark)

The First Soviet Forum

The first meeting, Chaired by Anthony Kenden, featured five 
papers and was well received by those who attended, setting 
the scene for the next 35 years and what amounted to nearly 40 
different Forums.
 
 The papers on this first meeting were:

 Soyuz 1-9: A Reappraisal by Ralph F. Gibbons
 Trends in the Soviet Photoreconnaissance Satellite 

Programme by Nicholas L. Johnson
 The Significance of Salyut 6 by Michael J. Richardson
 Visual Observations of Russian Spacecraft by David G. 

Hawkins, and
 The Type-G Launch Vehicle – Phoenix or Dinosaur? by 

Phillip Clark

Far Reaching Interest in the Soviet Programme

At this time the Soviet Salyut 6 station, with dual docking ports 
and record duration expeditions, was being keenly followed 
by members of the Society. For over a decade articles and 
letters on Soviet space activities had appeared in Spaceflight 
and beginning in 1974 regular features on the cosmonaut team 
and space station operations had been published, initially by 
Gordon Hooper, and then from 1979 by Neville Kidger reflecting 
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the wider interest in Soviet space history and operations at that 
time.

Over three and a half decades later, as Phil Clark recalled 
in 2015, this Forum was for many the first opportunity for 
members interested in the Soviet space activities to meet 
face to face to discuss, not only the papers presented in the 
programme that evening, but other aspects of the Soviet 
programme which interested them. One of those who was in 
the audience for that very first meeting was Rex Hall, a keen 
follower of the Soviet Cosmonaut Team, who expressed his 
“amazement” at being in the same room as so many people 
he knew only by reputation. 

So attractive was the opportunity to speak not only at the 
BIS but also on the Soviet programme that Nicholas Johnson 
from the United States, could claim to be the most distant 
traveller at the meeting. It was Nick Johnson, whose two books, 
the Handbook of Soviet Lunar and Planetary Exploration, and 
the Handbook of Soviet Manned Space Flight were soon to 
be published and become regarded as classics in the field, 
collected together all the papers from the meeting which were 
later published as a report with copies provided to each author 
and to other interested parties. In 1987 Phil Clark would write his 
own ‘classic’ on the Soviet space programme for Salamander 
books, The Soviet Manned Space Programme, based upon his 
work presented at the Forum and published, amongst others in 
BIS publications.
 
Moving Forward

The success of this first meeting convinced the Society to host 
follow on events. Therefore from 1981 the Soviet Technical 

Forum became an annual event, held at the end of May or in 
early June, a tradition which has continued, except for one 
occasion, for over 35 years.

 Initially the meetings were extended from just a Friday 
evening session to include an all-day session on Saturday. 
From 1985 the Friday session was dropped, continuing with an 
all-day event on Saturdays.

 In the ensuing years other ideas were put forward to expand 
the Forum and to encourage new speakers. One suggestion 
which soon caught on was to add a separate event to discuss 
the latest trends and developments in the Chinese space 
programme, as a result the first Chinese Technical Forum was 
held on 6 November, 2000. With the growth of space activities 
in China and with a rise in interest from members, from June 
2004 the Soviet and Chinese Forums were combined under 
one programme. Another example of expanding the Forums 
began in November 2005 with the first of an occasional US/
Asian/European Technical Forum. Then in June 2015, to mark 
the 35th anniversary of that pioneering meeting the programme 
was expanded to include a formal dinner with celebrity keynote 
speakers on the Friday evening and full programme of papers 
over both the Saturday and Sunday. The event had come a long 
way since that first evening meeting in early January, 1980.

Celebrity Guests

For many years discussions were forthcoming into the 
possibility of inviting a cosmonaut to speak at the Forum, but it 
was not until 30 May 2003 that the first guest speaker who had 
flown in space attended. At the time South African Space Flight 
Participant Mark Shuttleworth was living in London and was 

Some of the authors from the 1983. From left P. Mills, R. Hall, P. Clark, C.P. Vick (from the USA), J. Popescu, 
D. White and A. Kenden.
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invited to ‘pop in’ to give a personal presentation of his 2002 trip 
to the International Space Station, which was well received by 
those in attendance. Mark also enjoyed the experience staying 
to listen to some of the other papers presented [3].

Eleven years later, on 7 June 2014, Oleg Sokolov became 
the first Russian space worker to speak at the Forum. The next 
year during the 35th anniversary celebrations, the key note 
speeches were given by Helen Sharman, Britons first space 
explorer, and her Soyuz TM-12 and Mir commander, cosmonaut 
Anatoly Artsebarsky. The next day on 20 June 2015, cosmonaut 
Artsebarsky became the first Soviet cosmonaut to formerly 
speak at a meeting of the Soviet Forum. It may have taken 35 
years, but it was well worth the wait.

 Although he was the first cosmonaut to formally speak at 
a Forum, Artsebarsky was not the first cosmonaut to deliver a 
presentation to BIS members in the modern era. From 2001 
through 2008 Rex Hall arranged for a number of cosmonauts 
to appear at several Autographica Shows in England, and as 
an offshoot to the Forums, he also organised a series of guest 
presentations by a some of these cosmonauts. Though not part 
of the ‘official’ BIS Soviet Forum programme these highly popular 
presentations were often sold out and thoroughly enjoyed by 
members who had followed the Soviet/Russian programme for 
many years, and now experienced seeing ‘real’ cosmonauts in 
person at the BIS Headquarters. 

By the Numbers

The on-going success of the Forum has generated a wealth 
of papers, many of which have been published in issues of 
Spaceflight, and JBIS over the years [4]. Through 2015 the 
programme had encompassed 35 main forums, 2 dedicated 
Chinese and 2 Asian/US/European meetings. Approximately 67 
different speakers from across Europe, the USA, Canada, South 
Africa, Asia and Russia have presented papers , narrated films 
or participated in enthusiastic question and answer sessions. 
Across the 35 years this has generated over 290 papers on a 
wide range of topics as recalled in the accompanying table of 
Events and Papers.

 The honour of chairing the event has been shared by only nine 
people, with Anthony Kenden mediating the first meeting and Phil 
Clark the next two, a task shared with Anthony and Robert Christy 
in 1981 and Rex Hall in 1982. The stalwart of the Technical Forum, 
and former BIS President, Rex Hall, MBE chaired a staggering 
28 meetings (including the two original stand-alone Chinese 
Forums) between 1982 through 2009. In 1987 Len Carter and 
Geoff Richards filled in for Rex for the afternoon sessions. 

 From 2010 the position has been shared by Brian Harvey (4 
times, including filling in for Rex in 2008), Bert Vis (3 times) and 
David Shayler (4 times including sharing the position with Rex 
in 2009, plus the two US/Asian/European Forums) who has also 
coordinated the event since 2012. 

The Papers

The scope and depth of papers presented at these meetings 
is reflected in the accompanying table. Despite extensive 
research there are still some gaps in the records and the author 
welcomes and encourages members who may have information 
to fill the missing data.
 
 Many speakers have chosen to offer just one paper; while 
others have presented a number of papers over the years. By 
far the most prolific presenter is Phil Clark who has presented 
at least 41 papers between 1980 and 2015 and traditionally has 
been the final speaker of each year’s programme. Up to the 35th 
Forum in 2015, those who have presented ten or more papers 
include: Bert Vis who presented the first of ten papers to date in 
1996; Phil Mills who gave the first of his dozen papers in 1983; 
Anders Hansen, 13 papers since 1988; Rex Hall delivered 15 
papers between 1981 and 2009; Bart Hendrickx, 19 papers 
since 1994; Brian Harvey, 21 papers since 1987 and Dave 
Shayler who has delivered 27 papers since 1985. 

Fond Memories & Firm Friends

Over the years the BIS Forum has also become a gathering of 
friends and colleagues, who enjoy not only the programme of 
presentations, films and discussions but also the whole social 
event, supported by the excellent staff of the BIS and facilities 
the headquarters building offers. New members and visitors are 
always welcomed and new speakers encouraged broadening 
the scope and talents of presenters.

 From the early 1980s until 2009 Rex Hall was the driving 
force of the Forum, corresponding with prospective authors, 
guests and members, enthusing the ethos of what the Forum 
was all about, which is to freely distributing the latest information 
and news, history and revelations about the Soviet/Russian and 
Chinese space programmes, normally outside, and at times 
even before the normal reporting and news gathering sources. 

Phil Clark, one of the Forum’s original speakers in full flow during 
one of his later presentations.
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TABLE 1:  BIS Soviet/Chinese Technical Forum 1980 - 2016: A Preliminary Chronology of Events and Papers.
Forum Date Chair Paper

1 4th June 1980 Anthony Kenden Phil Clark - The G Vehicle – Phoenix or Dinosaur
Ralph F. Gibbons - A Reappraisal of the Soyuz 1 to 9 Flights
David Hawkins - Visual Observations of Soviet Spacecraft
Nicholas Porter - The Soyuz Programme
Michael Richardson  - The Salyut 6 Mission

2 29th & 30th May 1981 Phillip Clark
(Session 1, 29th  Evening)

Anthony Kenden  
(Session 2, 30th   Morning)

Robert Christy 
(Session 3, 30th  Afternoon)

Session 1
Robert Christy - Soyuz Landing Considerations after Soyuz 1
Rex Hall - Cosmonaut Groups
Julian Popescu - Soviet Earth Resources  Observations from Space
Nicholas Johnson - Soviet Geosynchronous Satellites
Session 2 - Three films shown
Session 3
Claude Wachtel - Design Studies of the Vostok-J and Soyuz Spacecraft
Phil Clark - Soviet Launch Vehicles: An Overview
Nicholas Johnson  - Soviet Ocean Surveillance Satellites

3 4tt  & 5th June 1982 Phillip Clark 
(Session 1, 4th  Evening)

Rex Hall ?,  Films
(Session 2, 5th Morning)

Rex Hall
(Session 3, 5th Afternoon)

Session 1
Paul Maley - Reflection Characteristics of Certain Classes of Soviet Space 
Objects
Rex Hall - The Soviet Cosmonaut Team  - Revisited
James Oberg - Visual Perceptions of Soviet Space Activities by Naïve 
Eyewitness (read by Paul Maley)
Session 2 - Four films shown
Session 3
Geoffrey Perry -  The Performance of the On-board Timer of 1981-39A, Cosmos 
1267 (read by Phillip Clark)
Ralph Gibbons - Kosmos Observations of the Falkland Conflict
Phil Clark - Aspects of the Soviet Union’s Photo-reconnaissance Satellite 
Programme

4 3rd & 4th June 1983 Rex Hall Julian Popescu - Moscow TV by satellite
Charles Vick - RORSATs
Phil Mills - Refuelling Salyut
Max White - Cosmos 2426
Rex Hall - Cosmonaut Group – new information
Anthony Kenden - Evolution of Vostok and Voskhod
Phil Clark - Evolution of Soyuz Programme

5 1st & 2nd June 1984 Rex Hall Session 1
Rex Hall – Soviet Cosmonaut Team – Update
Neville Kidger – Science Programmes of Salyut 6 and 7
Phil Clark – Soviet Venus Programme: A Review 1961-1984
Session 2 – Three films shown
Phil Mills – Making Scale Model Soviet Spacecraft
Session 3
Claude Wachtel – Soviet Space Flight Design Bureaus
Phil Clark – Soviet Mars Programme: A Review 1960s-1990s

6 1st June 1985 Rex Hall David Shayler – The Soviet EVA Programme: 1965-1985
Phil Mills – The Soyuz Launch Escape System
Alan Bond & John Parfitt – The Proton and New Booster Families
Phil Clark – Review of Soviet Launch Failures
Rex Hall – The Cosmonaut Team, 1985 update
Nicholas Johnson – NORAD Tracking of New Soviet Launches

7 7th June 1986 Rex Hall Neville Kidger: The Soviet Dream – Military Salyut Design
David Shayler: Vladimir Dzhanibekov
John Parfitt: The Manned Soviet Lunar Programme
Phil Clark: Launch Failures Revisited
Max White: Cosmos 1603
Rex Hall: The Cosmonaut Team
Alan Bond: New Soviet Boosters

8 6th June 1987 Rex Hall (AM)
Len Carter (PM Pt. 1)

Geoff Richards (PM Pt. 2)

Phil Clark – The Medium Lift Booster
Brian Harvey – Evolution of the Prognoz Series of Solar Observatories
Phil Mills – Soviet Manned Lunar Programme and Soyuz Missions 1 – 5
Joel Powell – The Nauka modules
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A.T. Lawton – The Soviet Space Shuttle Programme
J. Branegan  - Simple Analysis of Soviet Space Station Communications
Rex Hall – Cosmonaut Update

9 4th June 1988 Rex Hall Phil Mills -  Soviet Space Station Designs
Anders Hansson - Radical Assessment
Mali Perrera - Manned Mars Missions
James Oberg - Who’s Left in the Cosmonaut Group (read by Rex Hall)
John Branegan - Following Mir
Phil Clark - Soviet Rocket Engines
A.T. Lawton - Soviet Space Planes

10 3rd June 1989 Rex Hall John Branegan – Soviet Space Communications
Brian Harvey – Soviet Manned Space Platform Project of 1963
Gordon Hooper - Soyuz 6, 7, and 8 Crewing
David Shayler – Soviet Spacesuit Design and Evolution
Anders Hansson – How to Handle Cosmic Rays: Recent Thinking in the USSR
Peter Bond – Soviet Exploration of Mars and Phobos
Phil Mills – Energia/Shuttle at Baikonur
Phil Clark – Recovery of Salyut 7

11 2nd June 1990 Rex Hall Phil Clark - Sounding Rockets
David J. Shayler - Medilab: A New Module for Mir?
Phil Clark - N-1
Anders Hansson – V.I. Vernadsky, 1983-1945
David Shayler – Soviet Manned Manoeuvring Units
James Oberg: The Locker Room List (read by Neville Kidger)

12 1st June 1991 Rex Hall David Shayler - The Proposed USSR Salyut and US Shuttle Docking Mission 
c 1981.
Anders Hansson - The Implications of Nanotechnology
Phil Clark - Soviet PR Satellite Programme, 1982-91

13 13th June 1992 Rex Hall Phil Mills – The Almaz (Military Salyut) Programme
Anders Hansen –Application of Nuclear Power in the Soviet Space Programme
Phil Clark – Soviet Geosynchronous Satellites – A Review
David Shayler – The IBMP Cosmonaut Team
Phil Clark – New information on the UR700 , Chelomei’s Lunar Booster

14 12th June 1993 Rex Hall Brian Harvey –Biosputnik:  the use by the Soviet Union and Russia of Dogs, 
Monkeys and Other Animals for Space Exploration
David Shayler -  USA-Russian Manned Cooperation 1992-1995
Phil Clark – Obscure Unmanned Soviet Satellite Missions
Stuart Eves -  Constraints on Launches to GEO
Anders Hansson - The Mars Environment in Russia
Charles Noad -The R-9
Phil Clark - Blok D

15 4th June 1994 Rex Hall David Shayler - Russian and American Cooperative Space Operations
Rex Hall – A Review of the Organisation of the Command and Training Structure 
of the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center
Brian Harvey – Svobodny, Russia’ New Far East Launch Centre
Phil Mills – Military Salyut (Almaz) Recovery Capsules
Brian Harvey  - Early Rendezvous and Docking Failures in the Soyuz 
Programme
David Shayler – Soviet High Altitude Manned Balloon Programme 1930s – 
1960s
Nigel Evans & Bart Hendrickx – First-hand Accounts of Visits to Baikonur 
Cosmodrome
Anders Hanssen – Current Thinking on the Problems with Exercise on Long 
Duration Missions
Phil Clark – Space Debris Incidents Involving Soviet and Russian Launches

16 3rd June 1995 Rex Hall Berry Sanders – An Analysis of the Trajectory and the Performance of the N-1 
Lunar Launch Vehicle
Brian Harvey –New Cosmodrome at Svobondny – Recent Developments
David Shayler – Where Blue Skies Turn Black - Soviet Stratospheric Balloon 
Flights of the 1930s
William Barry – Soviet Aerospace Design Bureaux and Manned Space Policy
James Oberg [A paper on miscellaneous items read by Rex Hall]
Phil Clark – Thoughts About Kosmos 2290 – Its Mission and Purpose
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Phil Clark – The Work and History of the Yuzhnoye Production Association

17 1st June 1996 Rex Hall Andy Salmon: Mars 96
Bart Hendrickx: The Kamanin diaries 1960-1963
Berry Saunders: The performance of the N-1
Bert Vis: Buran flight assignments
Jennifer Green: Russian participation in the International Space Station: status 
and issues
Phil Clark: Recoverable Cosmos satellites from 81.3 deg. to 82.6 deg. orbital 
inclinations

18 7th June 1997 Rex Hall Bart Hendrickx –Development of the Mir Modules
David Shayler – Mir EVA Programme
Andy Salmon – Visiting Moscow Design Bureaus and Baikonur cosmodrome 
Jim Harford – Soviet Chief designer Sergei Korolev
Berry Sanders – N1 Launch Vehicle Analysis
Jaap Terweij– Travels in the Old Soviet Union and New Russia
Phil Clark – Fifth Generation Reconnaissance Satellites

19 6th June 1998 Rex Hall Bart Hendrickx – The Kamanin Diaries  1964-1966
David Shayler – Americans on Mir
Stuart Eves – The History of the Molniya Orbit
Geoff Perry- “…And Whoever Heard About the Projects Zerkalo, Nord and 
Arkon 1?”
Grant Thomson – The Arkon 1 Optical System
Jaap Terweij – The History of Kalinograd Renamed for Korolev
Anders Hansson – Wheat in Space : An Experiment on Mir
Phil Clark – Satellite Launches Using the Cosmos 2/2M Launch Vehicles

20 5th June 1999 Rex Hall David Shayler – Dawn of a New Era –Early Developments of the Russian ISS 
Segment
Phil Parker – The Millennium Rock (on Mir)
Anders Hansson –Space Industrialisation in the USSR
Andy Salmon – Science on Mir – An Update
Geoff Perry – The Zerkalo Mission Revisited
Bart Hendrickx – A New Look at the Second Generation Luna Craft and Missions
Neil Da Costa – Star City and the Cosmonaut Training Centre
Berry Sanders – Third World Scud Based Launchers 
Rex Hall – Updating the Cosmonaut Team – Assignments and Current Status
Phil Clark – Launch Profiles Used by the For-Stage Proton K 

21 3rd June 2000 Rex Hall Brian Harvey – Russia – The India Connection
David Shayler – Flight of the Falcons – The Soyuz 9 Marathon
Bart Hendrickx – The Kamanin Diaries 1967-1968
Phil Mills – Russian Aerospace Research
Anders Hansson – Mir Investigations on Earthquake Research from Orbit
Jaap Terweij – Potential Russian Commercial Launch Vehicle Projects
Estelle Winters – Production of the Russian ‘Science and Engineering’ radio 
programme
Rex Hall – Deployment of the Cosmonaut Team June 2000
Phillip Clark –Russian Geosynchronous Orbit Satellites 1990 to 2000

1st 
Chinese 
Forum

6th November 2000 Rex Hall Phil Clark - China’s DFH-2 and DFH-2A Communications Satellite Programme
Anders Hansson - ? [unknown]
Brian Harvey – Chinese Space Review.  
Phil Clark also presented a wide ranging review of Chinese space activities [?]

22 2nd June 2001 Rex Hall Brian Harvey – Russian Military Space Capabilities 1992-2001
David Shayler – A New Star Dawns – Russian ISS Operations 1997-2001
Bart Hendrickx – History and Development of the Energia Rocket Family
Phil Mills – Alma: The Military Space Station Project
Kelvin Platt  - From Swords to Ploughshares – Conversion of Russian Military 
Missiles to Civilian Launch Vehicles
Anders Hansson – Developments in Russian Photon Launchers
Andy Salmon & Andrew Ball – OKB-1 Planetary Missions of the Late 1950s 
and 1960s 
Estelle Winters – Voice of Russia’ Space Reporting
Rex Hall – Deployment of the Cosmonaut Team 2001 Update
Phil Clark – Classes of Soviet Photoreconnaissance Satellites
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2nd 
Chinese 
Forum

6th February 2002 Rex Hall Brian Harvey: Project 863
Kelvin Platt: China Space 2001 – post conference report
Phil Clark: The Feng Bao programme

23 25th May 2002 Rex Hall Bart Hendrickx – Revelations of the Kamanin Diaries Volume 4 (1969-1971)
Brian Harvey – Western Over flights of Soviet Cosmodromes 1946-1966
David Shayler – Role and Purpose of Russian Taxi Missions to ISS
Anders Hansson – Russian Nuclear Propulsion
Rex Hall –Updates on the Cosmonaut Team 2002
Phil Clark – ‘Rotor’ Russia’s First Manoeuvrable  Photo-Reconnaissance 
satellites
Phil Clark – Analysis of Soviet Lunar Missions

24 30th May 2003 Rex Hall Mark Shuttleworth - gave a personal presentation on his 2002 mission to ISS
Estelle Winters – Shuttleworth The First South African In Space
David Shayler – The Proposed Soviet/American International Rendezvous and 
Docking Mission c 1970-1973
Phil Mills – An Update of the Design of the Lunar Soyuz Craft
Andrew Ball - Automated Interplanetary Stations
Fritz Muse –Rorsat : The Veiled Threat
Bart Hendrickx – The History of Soviet/Russian Meteorological Satellites
Andy Salmon - After Mir – Russian Experiments Aboard ISS
Rex Hall – Update on the Cosmonaut Team 2003/2004 
Phil Clark – Further Analysis of Soviet Lunar Missions

25 5th June 2004 Rex Hall (first joint Chinese/
Soviet Symposium)

Phil Clark - The Mass Breakdowns of the Soviet Lunar Missions
David Shayler - The Soviet Stratospheric Balloon Programme ‘Volga’
Kelvin Platt – The Russian Hypersonic Engine Programme
Gerry Webb – Launching Small Satellites in the Former Soviet Union
Bart Hendrickx – A History of Soviet/Russian Signals Intelligence Satellites
Phil Clark – Planned CZ-5 Launch Vehicles
Brian Harvey – Early Reconnaissance Flights Over Jiuquan, Using Recent CIA 
Declassified Documents
Kelvin Platt – China’s Future Activities – Space Station and Lunar Programmes
[Fritz Muse – The Demise of China 40?]
[Andrew Ball – Phobos-Grunt – An Update?]

26 11th June 2005 Rex Hall Brian Harvey – Mikhail Tikhonravov (1900-74): A Reappraisal
Phil Clark – Review of the Recoverable Jianbing Satellite Programme
Phil Clark – Russia’s Kobalt Reconnaissance Satellites
Bart Hendrickx – The Future of the Russian Manned Space Programme
Andrew Ball – 2005 - The Soviet View from 1988
Fritz Muse – A More Precise Model for RORSAT NaK Droplets
Rex Hall?  – A Review of the Upcoming Manned Operations

27 10th June 2006 Rex Hall Phil Clark – Chinese Unmanned Space Activity 2001 to 2005
Phil Clark – Jianbing 3 Satellites
Brian Harvey – Russian Mars Probes 1969 to 1974 and the Landing of Mars 6
Bert Vis – “When reality catches up with ambition”: TsPK The Yuri Gagarin 
Training Centre
Bart Hendrickx – BOR-4
Dwayne Day – US Intelligence Collection and the Soviet Space Programme
Asif Siddiqi – [The Spiral Spaceplane Programme listed]  Research on Soviet 
Space history: New Frontiers
Sven Grahn – Freja launched on Long March [film commentary]
Ian McNab – Electromagnetic Launch to Space

28 2nd June 2007 Rex Hall Brian Harvey – Mapping the moon, Venus and Mars’ The Photographic Archive
[Andy Salmon – Dreams of Earth and Sky: Konstantin Tsiolkovsky?]
Bert Vis – Developments in the Soyuz Hall, TsPK,  1977-2007
Rex Hall Review of the Current Deployment of the Cosmonaut Team
Rob Coppinger – Visiting Chinese Space Facilities
Peter Pesavento – Lifting the Veil: Whit US Intelligence Knew in the 1960’s 
About the Soviet Space Programme (read by Rex Hall)

29 7th June 2008 Brian Harvey Gerald Borrowman – Chinese/Soviet Contribution to North Korean Launch 
Capability
Bert Vis – Photographic Review of South Korea’s Soyeon Yi Spaceflight
Bart Hendrickx – Origins of the Angara Launcher
Brian Harvey – Yuri Galperin’s Contributions to Soviet Space Science
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Dominic Phelan – Simulated Space Missions at IBMP
Bert Vis – Changes at Star Town

30 6th June 2009 Rex Hall
David Shayler

Brian Harvey – Science in the Cosmos Programme
Bert Vis – Ballistic Re-entries of Soyuz TMA-10 and 11
David Shayler – Launch Rescue Systems for Soyuz and Shenzhou
Fritz Muse – Space Situational Awareness – A Common Product for International 
Cooperation and Safety
Gerald Borrowman – International Cooperation in Iranian and North Korean 
Launches 
Andrew Ball – Russian Plans for Planetary Exploration
Bart Hendrickx – Russia’s Manned Space Programme Status and Prospects
Rex Hall- Cosmonaut Detachment Status and Future Plans

[31] 5th June 2010 Cancelled following the loss 
of Chairman Rex Hall the 

previous month

The planned programme included:
Rex Hall - Remembering Neville Kidger
Brian Harvey - The Konstantinov/Basov Missions
Bart Hendrickx -The Secrets of Almaz
Bart Hendrickx -Heavy Lift Rockets of the Yangel Design Bureau in the 1960s
Fritz Muse -Space Situational Awareness
Bart Hendrickx - Soyuz T-14 – A Medical Emergency in Space

31 4th June 2011 Brian Harvey Brian Harvey – The Konstantinov/Basov Missions
Bart Hendrickx – Updates on Human Spaceflight Plans
Bert Vis – Cosmonautics Day -50th Anniversary (slide show)
Fritz Muse – Space Situation Awareness – An Update
Bert Vis – Star City – Renovations Update (slide show)
Gerry Webb - Launching Small Satellites in Russia
Pat Norris – Chinese Military Surveillance Satellites

32 9th June 2012 David Shayler (AM) 
Bert Vis (PM)

Brian Harvey – Chinese Space Science – Progress and Prospects
Dominic Phelan – Sleuthing the Soviets
Richard Williams – Philatelic Items Relating to the Russian Space Programme 
– 1957-1961
Bert Vis – Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center Updates
Pat Norris – China’s Third Five – Year Plan
Tony Quine – Finding a Female Taikonaut – Space Sleuthing in the 21st Century
George Spiteri – Following the Soviet/Russian Manned Space Programme 
Over Short Wave Radio
Bart Hendrickx – The NK-33 Engine: End of a 40-Year Countdown
Gurbir Singh – Yuri Gagarin – Cosmonaut and Politician
David Shayler – ISS Russian Segment Operations 2001-2011
Fritz Muse – Soviet RORSATS – A Roundup

33 8th June 2013 David Shayler (AM) 
Brian Harvey (PM)

George Spiteri – Where Are They Now? – Soviet Guest Cosmonauts 1978-88
Richard Williams – Stamps Commemorating Russian Moon Missions 1959-
1976
Bart Hendrickx – The Future of Russia’s Manned Space Programme
Jacqueline Myrrhe – Report on the 5th CSA-IAA Conference
Bert Vis – Sochi Photo Session of May 1961 [slide show]
David Shayler – Progress In Space – Celebrating 35 years of Robotic Resupply
Brian Harvey – Robert Bartini
William Carey – UK-China Co-operation in Space
[also Gerald Borrowman – Russian Connection – planned but not presented]

34 7th June 2014 David Shayler (Intro/Close)
Bert Vis (AM) 

Brian Harvey (PM)

Gurbir Singh – India and US Co-operation
Jacqueline Myrrhe – Latest Developments in International Cooperation with 
China
Dominic Phelan – Jodrell Bank, the Soviets and Bernard Lovell’s 1963 Trip to 
Moscow
Brian Harvey – Science from the Early Chinese Space Programme
Nadjejda Vincente – Eastern Space Travellers
Oleg Sokolov – A Transformation of the Russian Concept for Reusable Launch 
Systems – From Complete to Partial Reusability
David Shayler – ISS (Soyuz) Crewing Identification
Bart Hendrickx – Cosmonaut Stories
Andrew Knight – How Soyuz 35 (1980) Changed My Life
Bert Vis – Tracking Shenzhou Spacecraft Outside China
George Spiteri – Nikolai Rukavisnikov
William Carey – China – Hare or Tortoise?
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David Woods - The Launch Abort of STS-41D
Phil Clark – Review of the (Soviet/Russian) Photo-Recon Programme 1991-
2004

35 19-21 June 2015 Bert Vis BIS FORUM 35th ANNIVERSARY YEAR
19th June
Welcome by BIS President Alistair Scott followed by  keynote presentations by 
Helen Sharman & Anatoly Artsebarsky

20th June
During the 20th Anatoly Artsebarsky gave two presentations and Q&A sessions. 
He also attended the Forum during the morning of the 21st.
David Shayler – A Short History of the Soviet/Chinese Forum (read by Bert Vis)
Andrew Knight – ASTP Looking Back 40 Years
Richard Williams – 1975 Commemorated in Stamps
George Spiteri – Soyuz 23: What Else Could Go Wrong?
Oleg Sokolov – Use of Launchers Converted from Ballistic Missiles
Bart Hendrickx – The Naryad Anti-Satellite System
Sven Grahn – Swedish Centrifuge at TsPK
Tony Quine – Tereshkova’s Secret Sisters
Gurbir Singh - India and China, The Race to Mars
Dominic Phelan – The Purge of Alexander Scherschevsky
Phil Clark – New Series of Russian Military Satellites

21st June
Bert Vis – Taikonaut Selection Process
Phil Mills – Russian Designs, Inventions, Ideas and Technical Innovations 
Taken Up by US Commercial Space Companies
Bert Vis – China’s Pathfinder Astronauts
Phil Mills – Lin Industrial, a Russian New Space Company
Ken MacTaggart – Mystery of the Moon Medals
Phil Clark – Where Were We Then in Terms of Knowledge?

Usually at the beginning of each year Rex would begin to 
notify his contacts and potential speakers, who he called his 
‘usual suspects’ to see if once again they would present a paper, 
as well as encouraging a new speaker to take the podium. Each 
meeting has always been a friendly and enjoyable event for all, 
with any new presenter fully supported by Rex and the audience 
resulting in a warm and relaxed atmosphere.

During the papers Rex often sat out of sight to the side of 

Rex Hall (right) with some of his ‘usual suspects’; from left Bart Hendrickx, Andy Salmon, Phil Clark, Bert 
Vis and Dave Shayler.

the main gathering but in line of sight with the speaker so that 
he could ensure the packed programme could be kept to time 
and he was ready to thank the speaker, field questions, and 
introduce the next paper. However when the technology did not 
always go as planned, or when Phil Clark presented his number 
crunching skills in maths and equations as part of his paper late 
on a Saturday afternoon, Rex’s coolness was often tested and 
an exasperated groan was often heard from the wings to much 
amusement. Another incident occurred when, during cosmonaut 
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Yuri Usachev presentation at one of the guest events Rex had 
arranged, the slide projector broke down. A short break was 
called for during which Yuri assisted in the attempt to repair the 
faulty machine. Rex thought it amusing, when it was pointed out 
from the audience that it was handy to have an active cosmonaut 
flight engineer on hand to affect ‘in-flight repairs’.

Rex had continually encouraged new speakers to present 
papers at each Forum. This work continues and in recent 
years George Spiteri and Andrew Knight both long standing 
Forum attendees have been encouraged to present papers. As 
the 40th anniversary of the Forum approaches new speakers 
are encouraged to offer papers and continue the tradition 
established in 1980 and continued for 35 years.

The Social Gathering

In the early days of the programme attendees ventured out 
for lunch frequenting local watering holes to continue the 
discussions and establish form friendships and bond in the joint 
appreciation of following the Soviet programme. From the early 
2000s the programme has included lunch time refreshments for 
the attendees and raffles to support the efforts of the society to 
continue its work and encourage new members. Special thanks 
must be made for the efforts of Suzann Parry and Mary Todd 
over the years, working behind the scenes and sacrificing their 
weekends. Without them the Forum would not have become 
as successful as it has. For many years Eric Waine quietly, 
efficiently and patiently handled the audio visual equipment, 
which really meant, operating a manual slide projector and VHS 
video player until the technology finally caught up.

The Milestones

Over the past three and a half decades there have been some 
memorable milestones and events, some of which are recalled 
below. 

1981: Following on from the first Forum in January 1980 the 
second was listed as the most ambitious [5]. Building upon the 
success of the first meeting this gathering was to be held over a 
two day period on the evening of Friday May 29 and then all day 
on Saturday May 30th with three sessions planned. The second 
session was made up of showing Soviet space films hired from 
a London based company. So popular was the meeting that the 
groups did not leave the building for two hours after the formal 
meeting ended. An enthusiasm which continues to this day, as 
the BIS staff try to usher out conference members who continue 
chatting as they spill out the front door! Indeed Nick Johnson 
travelled from California and Claude Wachtel from Paris just 
to attend the event. Two standout papers of this meeting were 
Claude Wachtel’s Design Studies of the Vostok J and Soyuz 
Spacecraft revealing early designs of Soviet manned spacecraft 
for the first time, and Rex Hall’s first paper on the Soviet 
Cosmonauts Groups, a topic he would return too regularly over 
the next 27 years [6].

 1982: Again a two day programme of papers and a selection 
of films. It was during this Forum that it became clear, at least 
to the participants that Soviet space planners always seemed 
to arrange an exciting event for these meetings. In 1980 it had 
been the launch of the first Soyuz T to Salyut 6, and then in 
1981 it became the Kosmos 1267 ‘Star Module’ test flight. This 
year a telephone call from Jim Oberg on the evening of June 
4 revealed the launch and recovery of Kosmos 1374, which 
was subsequently confirmed as an unmanned test of the Soviet 
shuttle [7]. Papers from the year’s meeting were subsequently 
published in a February 1982 JBIS special edition under the 
heading ‘Soviet Astronautics’. Another new feature of this year’s 
Forum was the pairing of Phil Clark and Rex Hall as a two man 
“Brains Trust” setting themselves up as guinea pigs to field 
questions from the floor.

 1983: Even before this year’s meeting members were 
contacting the Society to enquire when papers yet to be 
presented would be published. The enthusiasm for the Soviet 
Forum was growing with each year. As a result it was reported 
in Spaceflight [8] was that a second special issue of JBIS in 
October 1983 would be devoted to ‘Soviet Astronautics’ as the 
first had quickly sold out.

 1984: Notable this year was a paper on the science 
programmes of Salyut 6 and 7 by Neville Kidger based upon 
his monthly Salyut Mission Reports. Neville would continue 
his dedication to these reports for a 30 year period until his 
passing in 2009. Covering Salyut 6, Salyut 7, Mir and the ISS 
operations from ISS 1 to the creation of a six person crew. 
His work had been recognised by the Society in December 
2003 with the award of a Patrick Moore Medal. Another paper 
presented in 1984 by Claude Wachtel focused upon the Soviet 
design bureau’s bringing together for the first time new insight 
into the personalities and interplay between different teams and 
bureaus. Phil Mills displayed his collection of expertly crafted 
models of Soviet spacecraft, which become a feature of several 

With his very own Flight Engineer, cosmonaut Yuri Usachev, Rex 
attempts to tackle failed technology. (Courtesy Rob & Jill Wood)
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Forums over many years, bringing the familiar images and 
drawings of Soviet space hardware to life in miniature. These 
would also often be referred to by several speakers when trying 
to explain a process or system [9]. 

1985: This year featured the first single day programme, 
easing the travelling and overnight arrangements for members 
from outside London. The forum also attracted the attention of 
the US Library of Congress, who in a recent publication on the 
Soviet programme quoted the BIS annual Soviet Forum as a 
leading analytical gathering of the Soviet space programme [10].

 1987: A fascinating paper on short-wave monitoring of air 
to ground communications from Mir was presented by John 
Branegan, who played taped extracts of commentary from the  
cosmonauts as they passed over the northern British Isles. To 
hear the sounds of cosmonauts in orbit echoed through the 
society meeting room and created an atmospheric feel to the 
meeting. The effort in which speakers and attendees completed 
in not only creating a presentation but in simply getting to the 
meeting was greatly appreciated by Rex and fellow members. 
The efforts in getting to and from London were recalled in an email 
to the author by Geoff Richards, “I didn’t attend many of these 
events as they were held on Saturdays and I was a weekend 
commuter to Cornwall. However I did go in 1987 as Joel Powell, 

who I collaborated with on historic papers for JBIS, came over 
from Canada to give a paper on the Nauka modules. I met up with 
Joel at his hotel the day before, the first time we’d actually been 
face to face, and took him on a quick visit to Cornwall to meet 
the family on the Sunday. Of the actual Forum after the morning 
sessions and following a pub lunch Len Carter asked me to take 
over from him to chair the final afternoon session” [11].

 1989: By the end of the decade the numbers attending the 
Forum had risen to over 50. As Rex noted that although ‘semi-
Glasnost’ had finally reached their space programme the Soviets 
were still cloaking many areas in secrecy and need to be more 
open. Reflecting the ethos of the so-called ‘Soviet Space Sleuths’ 
Rex commented that western observers had a part to play in 
sharing information with their colleagues to unmask other areas 
of the Soviet programme still to be fully understood [12].

 1992: During the early 1990s dramatic changes in the Soviet/
Russian programme were reflected in the papers delivered 
at each Forum. By now excellent lunches were provide by the 
Societies staff, which brought welcome refreshment especially 
when Anders Hansen embarked on a series of papers covering 
Soviet nuclear developments in the space fields and tried to 
explain the significance of ‘free-radicals’ to the audience, with 
Rex exasperated once again with the theory and the science [13].
 

Part of scale model display at the Soviet/ Chinese Forum 2015. Models shown are Chinese Gold finished 
model of the Tiangong 1 space lab,1/72nd scale Vostok launch vehicle built from a kit but modified with 
extra detail and scratch built 3rd stage, concept model to 1/144th scale of the Soviet Polyus orbital 
battle station, 1/72nd scale resin model of the MiG 105 space plane test vehicle near to  Sierra Nevada 
Dreamchaser based on the Soviet spaceplane. At the rear right is scratch built concept model of Excalibur 
Almaz space station based on former Soviet Almaz hardware. At the front right is 1/100th scale scratch 
built model of Soviet Orbital Station  Salyut 7 / DOS-6 docked with TKS Module Cosmos 1443 and Soyuz 
T spacecraft.  This last model  was built in 1983/84 period and was one of the first models of these Soviet 
spacecraft seen outside the Soviet Union at the time. (Phil Mills)
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A New Millennium

For several years participants in the forum had travelled from the 
United States, Canada, and from across Europe. In June 2000 
members attended from six countries including, for the first time 
visitors Australia and Russia. Estelle Winters, who worked for 
The Voice of Russia World Service was one of the guests and 
spoke about the production of the “Science and Engineering” 
programmes which for many years had been a major source 
for information and news on the Soviet space programme in 
the West. The distinctive voice of leading science reporter Boris 
Belitsky was recalled by many at the meeting, and a message 
of best wishes was sent to the staff of the programme that 
produced the show. The following year, Estelle Winters played 
a special message from Boris Belitsky who had recorded a 
greeting to the members of the forum [14].

Eastern Promise

With an increase in Chinese space activity in the late 1990s 
and the prospect of a human space flight programme the first 
dedicated Chinese Forum was held in November 2000 with a 
second in February 2002. The meeting proved to be as popular 
as the Soviet event, and with the expansion of the Shenzhou 
programme it was decided to combine both programmes each 
year. So in 2004 the Chinese Forum merged with the Soviet 
Forum and has continued this was ever since, offering a mixture 
of papers on both programmes, often with the bonus of an 
excellent Chinese lunch provided by staff of the BIS.

2005, A Silver Jubilee Year

In its silver jubilee year the Soviet Forum was supplemented 
by the first of an occasional US/Asian/European Forum that 
featured papers on space exploration activities outside of the 
Soviet Union and China which the Forum had traditionally 
encompassed. The objective of this new meeting offered 
members a further opportunity to discuss other aspects of 
global space exploration. The first of these ‘rest of world’ Forums 
was held in November 2005 and a second November 2007, a 
third planned for November 2009 did not materialise, but the 
plan is to relaunch these Forums in the future with a special 
commemorative ISS Forum during 2016 [15]. The international 
flavour of the modern space programme was reflected in the 
2008 Forum with a paper given by Gerald Borrowman who 
reviewed the Chinese and Soviet contributions to the launch 
capability of North Korea. This research suggested financial and 
technological ties between North Korea and Iran.

In 2009 the annual Forum was formally called the 
International Space Symposium with papers recalling events 
in Russia, China, Iran and North Korea and a request for 
information on a proposed British manned space programme 
partly organised under the auspices of the RAF in the late 
1950s and early 1960s, but details of which had been lost in 
the mists of time.

In Memorium

Of course as well as making new friends during these forums, 
over the years we have also lost good friends too. During the 1997 
Forum Rex asked the attendees to reflect on the untimely death of 
Anne van den Berg from the Netherlands, who had attended the 
meeting on a number of occasions. Also remembered was Vladim 
Molchanov from Russia, one of the first Soviet- based space 
sleuths, but who had been unable to attend a Forum in person. 
The audience was also asked to remember Anthony Kenden, on 
the occasion of the 10th anniversary of his death, and who had 
been the creative instigator for the original Forum meeting in 1980. 
At the 2000 Forum an appreciation was shown in the pioneering 
work of Geoff Perry of the Kettering tracking group, who had died 
since he has last spoken at the 1999 Forum.

 Sadly Rex Hall, co-founder, Chairman and former BIS 
President could not attend the 2008 Forum, due to a hospital 
appointment, the first he had missed in 28 years. It was with 
great sadness that the June 2010 Forum was cancelled at 
short notice in respect of Rex’s untimely passing the previous 
month, a double blow as only six months before we had lost 
Neville Kidger in December 2009. The monthly reporting of 
ISS operation was taken up from 2010 by long standing BIS 
member and regular forum attendee George Spiteri. 

 When the Forum was reinstated in June 2011, the passing 
of Chris Van den Berg was noted. A long time monitor of Soviet 
communications and air to ground commentary via shortwave 
radio, he had passed away the previous weekend. As Dominic 
Phelan observed, the memory of those departed was toasted 
with a shot of Russian Vodka. Rex would have been proud that 
“his beloved Soviet Forum was once again being enjoyed by 
many” [16].

35 Years – A Generation of Expertise

From 2011 the mantle of Chairing the Forum has been rotated 
between regulars Brian Harvey, Bert Vis and David Shayler. 
Today the aim of the Forum is to continue where Rex left off, 
inviting new speakers and introducing new topics but continuing 
the traditions set all those years ago. This special issue of 
Space Chronicle also acknowledges the efforts of participants 
which has resulted in other BIS publications, together with the 
enthusiasm and friendship generated by the Forum since its 
inception. It is hoped that papers from forthcoming Forums will 
continue to be published in Space Chronicle.

 Throughout the series of Forums regular reports of the 
events have appeared in Spaceflight including the more recent 
meetings held in 2013 [17], 2014 [18], and 2015 [19]. It was with 
regret that in 2013 we had to announce the passing of another of 
our long standing attendees, Andrew Salmon, who had authored 
a number of science related articles in BIS publications and 
presented at several Forums. Sadly Andy had passed away after 
a long illness only two days previously. The following year Ralph 
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*          *          *

Gibbons, one of the original Forum speakers, also passed away. 
Ralph had provided stunning artwork for a number of BIS articles 
and books and was a source for Russian translation which 
generously helped a number of researchers over the years.

 The work generated from the Forum continues in other 
publications. The third volume of the BIS International Space 
Station book by George Spiteri is due in 2016. Several of the 
Forum presenters have gone on to author titles in the highly 
popular Springer/Praxis series of space exploration books. In 
2012 Cold War Space Sleuth’s: The Untold Secrets of the Soviet 
Space Program, edited by Dominic Phelan was published by 
Springer/Praxis This was a collection of personal accounts 
of studying and documenting the changing face of the Soviet 
space programme over the previous 50 years, stories which 
had been recounted by the contributors at many of the previous 
Forums over the years, as well as in the pages of Spaceflight 
and JBIS.

 Each speaker at the Forum have volunteered a huge amount 
of personal time in researching, writing and presenting papers. 
Many of these papers have been published across the various 
BIS media creating a valuable resource in the Society archives 
for future researchers. In 2016 the Forum remains strong and 
the hope is that its rich history will inspire a new era of speakers, 
authors, and yes, perhaps even a new generation of ‘space 
sleuths’ to keep alive the dedication of researching, reporting 
and writing about the history, development and operations of not 
only the Soviet/Russian and Chinese programmes but also that 
of other developing nations in the global effort to explore space. 

Towards the 40th Forum

The success of the expanded programme in 2015 naturally 
gave rise to expectations for 2016, which would also be the 
25th anniversary of Helen Sharman’s flight to Mir under what 
was originally called Project Juno. At the same time British ISS 
astronaut Tim Peake would be completing his six month mission 
to the International Space Station. It was therefore decided to 
expand the 2016 programme over a full weekend of May 20-21. 
With plans for 2016 well in hand let the sleuthing continue as 
focus turns towards the long term planning for the 2017 Forum 
and beyond. 
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ROD WOODCOCK, FBIS

Blue Steel a Credible “Stand Off Weapon”?

In November 1954 the UK Air Ministry predicted that by 1960 
Soviet air defences would make it impossible to successfully 
carry out an bomber based attack with nuclear gravity bombs.

The answer was for a rocket- powered supersonic missile 
capable of carrying a large nuclear (or projected thermonuclear) 
warhead with a range of at least 50 mi (80 km). This was 
expected to keep bombers outside the range of Soviet ground 
to air defences, allowing a high speed dash to the target 

Three companies carried out design studies for the 
requirement AST 1132. Vickers, Handley Page, (HP) and Avro. 
Originally the Ministry of Supply (MOS) had intended that a 
company with no interest in the manufacture of V bombers 
should be involved in Blue Steel, as they felt each company 
would tailor the missile to its own aircraft. The Royal Aircraft 
Establishment (RAE) had no qualms about the V bomber 
manufactures developing the missile and in the end the MOS 
quietly dropped this requirement.

HP’s thoughts on the missile were more advanced than the 
other two companies, proposing a rocket boosted, ram-powered 
missile, they foresaw the need for longer range and a higher 
speed of Mach 3 with an altitude of 80,000 ft (24,384 m) with 
a range of 500 nm (925 km). Unfortunately Elliot’s navigation 
equipment was only effective up to 100 nm (185 km) due to 
gyro drift causing unacceptable accuracy over this distance, 
also accuracy of launch aircraft position at launch. The MOS 
thought HP’s proposal optimistic and stuck with the 100 nm (185 
km) requirement.

Deputations from the MOS visited all three companies. HP 
proved to be the most enthusiastic, but Avro had a big coup 
in obtaining the services of Chief Engineer R H Francis (who 
had recently departed the RAE), and might give Avro insider 
information on the RAE’s thinking on the contract. 

Avro had no track record in guided weapons, but did have 
six former RAE employees, including R H Francis working for 
them; they felt they were well placed to win the contract. There 
was talk at the time of some (under the counter) work going on, 
unknown to the other companies.

In August 1955 Avro submitted a proposal OR 1132 to the 
Ministry 

Contract is Signed

On the 4th May 1956 MOS awarded Avro a development contract 
for OR1132, the weapon that became known as Blue Steel. 
In addition there were three other main contractors engaged 
on the project: Armstrong Siddeley, who were responsible for 
propulsion, Elliots, for development of the internal navigation, 
and De Havilland for the power supply turbines and some of the 
special propulsion motors, for example the Double Spectre which 
was to be used in early vehicle tests. The armament system was 
handled independently by the armament department of RAE.

Development Begins

Avro commenced recruitment of staff for the project, being 
coordinating contractor required Avro to oversee the other 
contributing contractors.

 Prior to development of a full size missile, two smaller scale 
vehicles were produced, 1/8th scale (6/5) for ground launched 
test vehicle and 2/5th scale (19/15) air-launched vehicle. (The 
test vehicles used the diameter in inches and the length in feet 
as their model description) The 2/5th scale vehicle proved useful 
in developing almost every aspect of the manufacturing process 
and was also proposed as a basis for a further weapon system. 
It proved the aerodynamics and control systems.

 Almost the entire top surface of the vehicle was removable 
to allow access to the Jackdaw solid rocket. The Jackdaw with 
two super–imposed blast tubes mimicked the Sentor propulsion 
system proposed to power Blue Steel.

 The 19/15 was carried aloft in the bomb bay of Valiant 
avoiding exposure to the elements on the climb before release, 
and this series was the first to use a stainless steel construction 
to gain experience in manufacture. During its construction early 
indications arose of the challenge of forming complex curves in 
stainless steel. Early construction setbacks prompted Avro to 
change to FV.520, a precipitation–hardened steel that included 
16% chromium and 6% nickel. By late 1958 the 19/15 trails had 
been successfully completed.

 Completing the airframe design was a protracted affair due 
to the design team lacking information on the size and weight 
of the proposed boosted-fission warhead Green Bamboo or it’s 
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likely thermonuclear successor derived from the Granite series. 
The large girth of Blue Steel was determined by the 45 inches 
(1.1 m) implosion sphere of Green Bamboo. As it turned out, 
neither of the originally proposed UK designed warheads were 
actually fitted, being superseded by Red Snow, an anglicised 
variant of the US W-28 thermonuclear warhead of 1.1 Mt yield. 
Red Snow was smaller and lighter than the earlier warhead 
proposals; too late to alter the size of Blue Steel, so it stayed a 
rather larger missile than was needed.

Propulsion

Hydrogen peroxide HTP was discovered by Louis Jacques 

Thenard in July 1818, and was described as “oxygenated 
water”.

 The first major exploitation of HTP as a working fluid for a 
propellant application was by Hellmuth Walter. Walter created 
a company in 1935 to produce HTP at a concentration of 80% 
(at the time the highest concentration ever made in practical 
quantities). He started with submarine turbine drive systems 
and assisted take-off units (ATO’s also known as JATO’s or 
RATO’s).

 During the Second World War one of the most important 
applications of HTP was for the V2 turbo-pump gas generator 

Fig. 16  The test vehicles 6/5 and 19/15 used the diameter in inches and length in feet as their model 
description as did the full-scale vehicle 48/35 (OR.1132). The final configuration can be seen as well, then 
called Avro Blue Steel Mk 1. A enlarged tankage (48/35) was also considered. (Colin Gibson)

Fig. 17  The 19/15 test vehicle production line. Avro gained a great deal of experience in building this 2/5th 
scale vehicle which taught them almost every aspect of Blue Steel manufacturing. (Avro Heritage)
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using a liquid injection of a catalyst (potassium permanganate 
solution) with 80% HTP, also the V1 catapult used a similar 
system. The ME 163 rocket engine also used HTP (T-Stoff) 
combined with C-Stoff (methanol –hydrazine-water mixture). 

Since ignoring rocket research prior to the outbreak of WW2, 
the British started developing increasingly sophisticated rocket 
engines between the late 1940s to the early 1970s, deciding 
to use this oxidizer in preference to a cryogenic oxidizer like 
(Lox) liquid oxygen. Although the USA went down the cryogenic 
route, both have their problems with storage but the British 
were happier with HTP for their particular needs. HTP had the 

additional advantage of being hypergolic at its decomposition 
temperature with Kerosene, thus needing no ignition source.

 Although not the most “energetic” of rocket propellants in 
Specific Impulse terms, HTP did not need the layers of insulation 
that Lox required and it did not give off poisonous fumes., 
Although pretty deadly if any contact to the skin is made, any 
spillage could be quickly washed away with water if acted upon 
quickly. It could decompose with many common materials such 
as iron and copper, but if handled correctly was perfectly safe 
and as the records show, it proved to be of outstanding reliability 
in all rocket engines that it was used in. 

Fig. 18  Jackdaw rocket motor fitted to the 2/5th scale vehicle showing the rocket engine, which 
mimicked to some degree the production engine for Blue Steel in the full size vehicle. This rather 
odd looking motor was developed for flight testing the 2/5 scale vehicle, Blue Steel was to have 
two liquid fuel rocket chambers, hence the odd configuration of the motor.

Fig. 19  De Havilland Double Spectre engine to be initially used on the full scale Blue Steel missile. 
Interestingly the Science Museum at Wroughton has a De Havilland Double Spectre engine fitted to a Blue 
Steel, (but I believe it is not on display at the present time) which was initially to be used in the full-scale 
missile, as there were doubts Stentor would be ready in time for the first flight trials, but as it turned out 
Stentor was ready for flight trails first. Both Spectre and Stentor used the same type of propellant HTP/
Kerosene. (Rod Woodcock)
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Stentor’s design heritage can be traced back to Westcott’s 
original Gamma 1 and 2 engines that were successfully 
developed into the Gamma 201 and later 301 used to power 
the Black Knight rocket. These designs lead to the successful 
Gamma 8 and 2, which powered Black Arrow that launched 
the only British satellite, (Prospero) into orbit. (The only British 
launched satellite). The larger of Stentor’s chambers were of 
a new design. Both rocket engines were brought together to 
produce a two-chamber rocket motor that was needed for the 
boost and cruise flight of Blue Steel.

The large chamber provided the initial boost phase to propel 
the missile to Mach 2.5, with the smaller engine only used for 
the cruise part of the flight.

When the Vulcan was forced to adopt a low level flight profile, 
(as was required due to the improved Soviet air defences) both 
engines were ignited at missile release. The larger chamber 
achieved a thrust of 21,500 lbf and the smaller chamber 6,000 lbf.

Blue Steel’s propulsion system was required to remain on 
stand-by fully fuelled ready for instant use, for up to a month at a 
time without any need whatever for servicing. Durability in store, 
and reliability in service was therefore required to be of a very 
high order.

One important difference between the two chambers 
on Stentor and all previous UK rocket engines was that the 
chamber assemblies made extensive use of welding. This 

was prompted by the work needed on the large combustion 
chamber where the engine head-end assembly was extremely 
complicated as machined forgings where required to enable 
the head to be bolted on to allow the catalyst pack and injector 
assembly to be removed and replaced easily and safely. These 
designs allowed for improved combustion efficiency over earlier 
engine designs. 

 A considerable amount of time both at Westcott and 
Boscombe Down on engine testing was carried out. Avro 
developed a special ground test rig for Stentor at Boscombe to 
permit the missile to be pitched and rolled rapidly over a wide 
range of dynamic conditions with the engine firing to simulate 
flight conditions. The propulsion system generally gave very 
little trouble, the only real problem was propellant sloshing which 
caused engine shutdowns in early test flights. This was caused 
by rapid longitudinal acceleration immediately after cut off of the 
main rocket engine, temporarily uncovering the propellant outlet 
pipe permitting pressurised nitrogen to enter the HTP system to 
the chamber and stopping propellant flow.

Guidance 

The guidance and control system consists of three parts, the 
navigator (supplied by Elliott’s), the flight rules computer and 
autopilot (both supplied by Avro).

 The navigator computes the present position of the missile, 
the flight rules computer determines the flight plan (pre-

Fig. 20  View of the Double Spectre twin chambers for the Blue Steel missile.
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programmed prior to flight) and the autopilot commands the 
control movements necessary to follow the pre-programmed 
route as well as stabilisation of the missile needed throughout 
the flight.

During the captive part of the flight the missile’s navigation 
system is coupled with the aircraft, giving the crew additional 
information on their present position until the missile release 
point, at the same time the missile also receives information 
from the aircraft navigation systems at fixed points along the 
route, allowing corrections to be fed into the missile to align the 
horizontal table carrying the accelerometers. 

Auxiliary Power Unit (APU)

The missile received all its electrical power from the carrier 
aircraft until release. For free flight batteries were unsuitable 
due the large power requirement of the missile. It was decided 
to use hydraulic pressure as the main power source. Before 
release the oil pressure comes from an electrically driven pump 
located in the bomb bay. The APU in the missile is started up 
a few minutes before launch to allow for a smooth changeover 
at release.

The hydraulic power supply has two functions; it powers the 
control surfaces and the fin folding mechanism (the fin folding 
is needed to allow fitment under the aircraft) through hydraulic 
valves and actuators and also provides all missile electrical 
power by driving an alternator.

A Bristol Siddeley steam turbine runs on HTP that powers 
the APU. There were a number of power failures in early flights, 

this was traced to a build up of gas collecting in HTP lines 
during storage. This was dealt with by improving the tank bleed 
arrangements. A considerable amount of development testing 
was done in the pitching and rolling jig at Boscombe Down, this 
proved invaluable in locating faults and checking remedies.

Temperature control

Much of Blue Steel’s internal equipment did not take kindly to 
extremes of temperature. Some compartments inside the missile 
had to be held within close temperature limits. Nevertheless 
the missile was carried, sometimes for many hours below the 
aircraft fuselage at high altitude and at ambient temperatures 
down to -50C.

 On the other hand when launched the outer skin heats up 
rapidly, also some of the equipment may be running for several 
hours before launch, producing sufficient excess heat to 
prejudice it’s functioning. The temperature control problem was 
dealt with in three ways: first, much of the missile was double 
skinned in order to slow down ingress of heat in free flight and 
the loss of heat during carriage; second, during carriage a warm 
air supply produced from a heat exchanger in the aircraft was 
piped into the missile; temperature sensors at various points 
in the missile were used to regulate this flow; third, a Freon 
refrigeration system installed in the aircraft and partly in the 
missile.

 Both the warm air system and the Freon refrigeration system 
took more development time than was expected as there was little 
or no experience in the country of airborne refrigeration systems 
or light weight heat exchangers. Valves and compressors all had 

Fig. 21  Cut-away example of a Stentor rocket engine, giving a perfect view of the twin chambers of the 
engine (RAF Museum Cosford). (Rod Woodcock)
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to be to be developed. As the refrigeration system was divided 
between aircraft and missile compatibility problems arose. The 
missile had different compartments needing heating and cooling 
at the same time, a massive task to deal with considering 
everything had to be developed from scratch.

Flight Trials 

Flight trials began with the two-fifths scale models powered by 
a Jackdaw rocket motor, which were employed chiefly in the 
development of the missiles aerodynamics and autopilot. Most 
were dropped from early Valiants and Vulcans at Aberporth 
where owing to the confines of Cardigan Bay, many (by design 
due to the confines of the testing area) hardly achieved cruising 
flight at all. In many cases the sole object of the flight trails was 
to investigate separation from the aircraft and the subsequent 
behaviour of the missile up to the point of ignition. Eventually 
full-scale test vehicles were employed for the same purposes.

The V bombers used at Woodford and in Australia were 
Valiant B.1s, Vulcan B.1s and Victor B.1s. Blue Steel was to be 
fitted to B2 Vulcan and Victor.

Beginning in 1959 advanced testing designed to explore 
all airborne subsystems took place at the Woomera Weapons 
Research Centre in Australia, where there were no geographical 
limitations. The Australian range facilities had to be extended to 
provide telemetry and tracking coverage for the latter part of 
the trajectory. This involved additional telemetry receivers and 
tracking radars and a transponder was carried in the missile to 
enable the radar to acquire and track. A considerable number of 
captive flight trails were undertaken to assess the accuracy of the 
navigation system and also to prove the aircraft to missile systems 
involved in hydraulics, warm air supply and refrigeration. For the 
navigator trials the missile was carried through a flight plan, which 
was fully representative of launching trial right up to the point of 
release, the electrical connections only to the navigation system 
were disconnected and the aircraft with the captive missile flew 
on to the target area. This allowed a comparison of the trajectory 
given by the precision tracking equipment at the range, with the 
performance of the missile guidance system, enabling accuracy of 
target impact point to be checked without the release of a missile. 

Before full-scale free flights could start the range authorities 
had to be satisfied of the absolute reliability of the missiles 
destruct system. One of the most important areas was to protect 
the missile from premature operation of this system. There must 
be no possibility of this being operated while the missile was still 
attached to the aircraft, there were a series of inhibit devices, 
which had to be removed automatically shortly after launch. 
These inhibits were a major problem during trials of the 2/5th 
scale missile, but the experience gained resulted in them giving 
no trouble later on.

 The first set of full size test missiles used the Double Spectre 
engine prior to Stentor becoming available for in the test program.

 Although as it turned out Stentor was ready before Spectre, 
but the Blue Steel airframes had been built to only accommodate 
Spectre.

 On the first test flight at operational altitude there was an 
embarrassing failure. On release the missile needed to drop 
around 100ft before ignition, to accomplish this a delayed 
ignition sequence was needed, a 100ft rope lanyard was reeled 
out, at the end of it’s travel it would pull a pin to start ignition.

 Unfortunately it was overlooked that at 55,000 ft the 
temperature gets down to around -50 C, at this temperature 
rope becomes very “brittle”, so at the end of it’s travel instead 
of pulling the pin, the brittle rope just snapped, so no ignition, 
the missile just made a big hole in the Woomera desert, very 
embarrassing, the quote from that was, “well that’s the first 
million spent” (1960 money).

Component Recovery

When a missile was flown to impact very little of it was 
recoverable as the missile exploded and disintegrated. However 
when a fault condition developed in flight and the missile was 
destroyed by command from the ground large, sections of the 
missile were often recovered with only superficial damage, 
although if breakup took place early in the flight still full of 
HTP, components were often damaged by fire, but valuable 
information on mechanical faults either real or suspected 
was often obtained from examination of the wreckage. In one 
case the small propulsion chamber failed some way down the 
trajectory, and the missile was blown up by ground command, as 
it clearly was not going to reach the target area. The hydrogen 
peroxide pump feeding the small chamber was recovered and 
the drive shaft from the gearbox was broken, metallurgical tests 
on the recovered shaft were satisfactory, but the state of the 
shaft suggested the roller bearing on the forward end of the 
shaft seized in flight causing the pump drive shaft to shear.

Final Production Specifications 

 Wing span 13 ft 1 in (4 m)

 Length 35 ft 1in (10.7 m)

 Diameter 4 ft (1.22 m)

 Weight 17,000 lb (7,700 kg)

 Flight ceiling 70,500 ft (21,500 m)

 Operational Range 100 nm

 Speed Mach 2.3

 Number built 53 operational live rounds

 In service 1963-1970

From High to Low Altitude Launch

Although Blue Steel was designed as a high altitude launch 
missile the growing development of Soviet air defences forced 
a change in strategy to a low level attack.
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The Avro Vulcan delta wing design was easily modified to 
handle the increased wing loads associated with low level flight, 
the same could not be said for the HP Victor. This led to the 
Victor being removed from its Nuclear strike role and assigned 
the role of air refuelling tanker, it’s greatest role was a massive 
refuelling task enabling the Avro Vulcan to famously bomb the 
Falklands.

The change to low altitude attack greatly decreased it’s 
standoff range to the extent of vastly reducing the Vulcans 

Fig. 22  Blue Steel production line at 
Woodford, Cheshire.

(Avro Heritage Woodford)

Fig. 23  Blue Steel going though the 
install process prior to final fitment to 
a Avro Vulcan.

(Avro Heritage Collection Woodford)

ability to launch its missile outside Soviet ground to air missile 
effective interception range, as can be seen in both the high and 
low level trajectory diagrams (Figs. 24 & 25).

What Could Have Been? 

In an interview with Professor John Allen he informed me 
there were 52 variants of Blue Steel on the drawing boards. 
It’s obvious Avro’s missile division (later to become Hawker 
Siddeley Dynamics) were taking future developments very 
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Fig. 24  High level trajectory diagram.

Fig. 25  Low level trajectory diagram.

seriously, even though their proposal for a Mk 2 Blue Steel was 
rejected by the Air Ministry, I think they felt future developments 
could change the Ministry’s view on this. 

Mk 2 Blue Steel was designed in detail, and a one-ninth-
scale flight model was built and test flown in 1960. A full-
scale mock-up enabled designers to optimise the 2 large solid 
rocket boosters mounted above the body and integrate them 
with the modified Vulcan stowage arrangements. Although it 
increased it’s range to around 700 miles which overcame the 

operational disadvantages of the Mark 1 Blue Steel, and was 
to use upgraded guidance using Doppler navigation, the British 
Government did not proceed with it’s operational development 
since the US Skybolt missile appeared to fulfil the requirements 
set for Blue Steel Mark 2. The propulsion system was a radical 
change from the Stentor rocket engine. There would have been 
2 solid fuel Gosling booster motors to bring the Blue Steel up to 
the speed necessary for ignition of 4 Thor ramjets, the only fuel 
required would have been kerosene for the ramjet motors thus 
eliminating HTP. One wonders why this propulsion system could 
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not have been used in the first place, after all there were several 
plans on the drawing boards with similar specifications before 
Blue Steel 1 development and construction started. Speed 
would have been similar, and there would only have been a 
small reduction in height, although not fully realised at the time, 
low-level flight at high speed over the vast open spaces around 
the Soviet ICBM complexes would have been difficult to defend 
from attack, and that go’s for today to. 

Also Avro were active in designing a turbojet version of Blue 
Steel W.160 with a Bristol Siddeley Viper 24 turbojet in it’s tail 
(see Fig. 28). The W.160 progressed as far as mock-up stage 
with performance figures of range of 600 nm (1,111 km) when 
launched at 40,000 Ft there was CEP error of 4 nm at this range, if 
the RE.179 an American designed (smaller and lighter) warhead 
replaced Red Snow the range would increase by 250 nm as 
additional fuel space would become available, cruising speed 
would have been Mach 0.9. A further version could have been 
introduced when the long awaited Rolls-Royce RB-145 became 
available. This could have propelled the missile along at Mach 2 
with re-heat on a low-level trajectory for 730 nm (1.352 km)

Z 101 Manned Blue Steel

Avro sparked by the RAF interest in manned hypersonic aircraft 
produced a feasibility study for manned Blue Steel. The main 
modifications were to remove the warhead and replace it with 
an extra HTP tank and an enlarged kerosene tank.

 The pilot’s cockpit replaced the enormous first generation 
inertial navigation system made by Marconi Elliot. A retractable 
nose wheel was housed in the bay ahead of the pilot and there 
were two retractable skids at the rear for landing.

 There were two body lengths in the study, the first was 
35ft long as in Blue Steel Z100, and the second was 38ft 
long Z101 and had a forward extension to allow a larger fuel 
load. Wings, stabilising and control surfaces were virtually 
unchanged, and many armament items, which contributed to 
weight, drag, and unreliability, were eliminated. The Stentor 
rocket motor was unchanged being deemed ideal for the Z 
101 missions.

Performance

The maximum altitude that the manned Blue Steel would be 
launched from the Vulcan was 55,000 Ft at Mach 0.85. The 
burnout speed of mach 4.6 is reached after 86 seconds at a 
height of 142,000 ft; reaching an apogee of 290,000 in a flight 
time of 180 seconds. The Z101 would have achieved a burnout 
speed of Mach 5.1.

 Many other trajectories were evaluated and not only at high 
altitude.

 There were many more versions that deserve a mention in 
this paper but space will not permit apart from listing just a few.

Fig. 26  Blue Steel Mark 2 wooden mock-up, note the Gosling solid rocket motors on ether side of the 
mock-up not yet completed before fitment to the main body of the missile. 

(Avro Heritage Collection Woodford)
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Z.115 ASAT system, Blue Steel with a satellite interceptor in 
its nose.

 Z.59 Blue Steel forebody mated to a nuclear ramjet.

 Blue Steel second stage with Douglas Thor IRBM. 

 Blue Steel with Bristol Siddeley Viper turbojet in the tail. 

 W. 110 with DH Gyron supersonic turbojet, with re-heat for 
cruse.

 P18Z Various Delta Wing designs for long range missions. 

Conclusion 

At start of this part of the paper on Blue Steel, I wrote:

Blue Steel a Credible “Stand Off Weapon”?

When it entered service it was at the cutting edge of British 
technology, but it required massive amounts of support to keep 
it ready for instant action. Although Mk1 Blue Steel had an 
ever improving Soviet missile defence network to overcome, 
the amount of technological breakthroughs that were needed 
were immense and it has to be seen as a triumph of British 
engineering skill, which at the time was not given the rewards 
it deserved.

 If the Mark 2 missile had been produced it would have had 
a greater ability to penetrate Soviet airspace in a low altitude 

Fig. 28  Blue Steel being modified to become type W.160 with a Bristol Siddeley Viper Turbojet fitted 
to the rear of the missile. (Avro Heritage)

Fig. 27  Blue Steel Mk 2 with the 
Gosling solid motors, these boosted 
the missile after separation from the 
carrier up to the speed necessary for 
the Thor Ramjets to start operating, 
the boosters were then jettisoned.

(Chris Gibson)
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mode, although it has to be said it would have lacked today’s 
GPS navigation and modern day computing power to “hug” 
the ground at extremely low level, it still would have posed a 
difficult interception target for Soviet ground to air missiles of 
the time.

Modern day cruise missiles are subsonic whereas supersonic 
versions are still only on the drawing boards, Blue Steel Mark 2 
was supersonic and could have been operational in 1965!

Avoiding Armageddon

I started my working career at Avro Woodford in 1960 as an 
aeronautical engineering apprentice working on both Blue Steel 

and Vulcan. At the time leading up to the Cuban missile crisis 
I was working on flying controls for the Vulcan V bomber, this 
involves intensive testing and setting of all flight controls before 
first flight. 

 I remember when out of the blue several government aircraft 
technicians arrived and preceded to look over all our testing 
manuals, to my horror they started striking out a large portion 
of tests to be performed before first flight, I questioned their 
reasoning for this; the answer I got back chilled me to the bone.
“Listen lad, all these aircraft have to do is get to Moscow, just 
one way will do”.

 Then followed a frantic several days of work to get as many 

Fig. 29  Avro Z.101 manned research 
vehicle carried aloft by a Vulcan, it’s 
not clear if the pilot would have been 
strapped into the missile before take 
off or not, as unlike some American 
bombers there was no route from the 
cockpit to the bomb bay, only James 
Bond in Thunderball could do that!

(Chris Gibson)

Fig. 30  The Vulcan production line, there were several Vulcans out of shot in this picture in their final pre-
flight testing stage. Avro Heritage Woodford
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aircraft as flight worthy as possible. “Flight sheds” where all 
flight-testing was carried out were put out of bounds to all 
personal. I later found out they were to use the site as an extra 
runway site in the event of war.

On the day of confrontation between the USA and the USSR, 
when the factory had done all it could to produce as many flight 
ready aircraft as possible the factory floor went silent. Gone was 
the noise of air drills and the rattle of rivet guns, all you could 
hear was the gentle hiss of escaping air from the airlines that 
covered the floor around each aircraft on the production line. I 
walked up and down the entire line, which was well over ¼ mile 
long, groups of people were just standing around talking over 
things, like would they all go home to their family or friends at 
the end of the day, or would there be a blinding flash over the 
factory with the end of the world beckoning.

The world was so close to Armageddon. Without the strength 
of President Kennedy and his brother Bobby to stand up against 
his military advisers, who were all demanding a full on invasion 
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of Cuba, which would have forced a Soviet response, and then 
very quickly would have escalated into a full on nuclear war with 
apocalyptic results.

 For a seventeen year old it certainly was a baptism of fire to 
start his working life.

 I feel one should have some sympathy with the Soviets. You 
have to ask how can the USA justify placing missiles in Turkey 
right next to the Soviet border, not counting all the other missiles 
located in several other NATO bases in Europe, all probably just 
as close as the missiles in Cuba, and not expect the Soviets 
to try and match their close deployment of missiles, a touch of 
hypocrisy I think.
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1. Introduction and Background

Remarkably, the first steps were taken in the middle of WWII, 
when in 1941 the UK Air Ministry asked London’s Royal Society 
to mount a programme of research into aspects of the Earth’s 
high atmosphere. Subsequently, in 1943, the Society’s Gassiot 
committee issued a report summarising the phenomena that 
could be investigated, including in situ observations from rocket 
vehicles. However, even by 1946, it was not clear to the scientists 
how this latter recommendation could be implemented [1]. 

1.1 The Post-War Military Background

After WWII, for economic reasons, the UK (unlike the USSR and 
the USA) postponed the development of long-range offensive 
missiles (a decision reversed a few years later). However, Britain 
did immediately initiate a programme to develop defensive 
guided weapons. For this, a unified approach was needed, one 
that combined aerodynamics, radio and radar, rocket motors, 
propellants and explosives. 

 Resources were rationalised, and in 1946, a new Guided 
Projectile Establishment, dedicated to rocket propulsion research 
and development, was set up at Westcott in Buckinghamshire. 
Here the chemistry of propellants was investigated, and test-
firing stands built. Also that year, a Controlled Weapons 
Department was formed at the Royal Aircraft Establishment 
(RAE) at Farnborough in Hampshire, to study aerodynamics 
and structural design [2]. This quickly grew, later becoming 
the Guided Weapons (GW) Department, as it assumed more 
responsibility in system assessment and design [3].

1.2	 The	Post-War	Scientific	Background

Meanwhile, and quite separately, British atmospheric scientists 

In November 1957, a Skylark sounding rocket became the first British vehicle to reach space. It soon became the basis of 
Britain’s earliest space programme; over the next 48 years, hundreds more were fired, launching thousands of instruments 
that made pioneering observations of the Earth, Sun, stars and galaxies. By the end of its active life in 2005 it was the longest 
running space vehicle programme of all time. This article explains the origins of that programme. It describes how the project 
came about, the early design work, the site where it was first launched, and the initial proving flights which included the first 
Skylark to reach space. 

Keywords: Skylark, sounding rocket, Woomera, Britain’s first space rocket

*This article is based on the early chapters of the author’s book Britain’s 
First Space Rocket: The Story of the Skylark.

were becoming aware of the pioneering upper atmosphere 
scientific work being carried out in the USA. The American 
work had started with the firing of captured German V2 rockets 
that had been taken to the White Sands range in New Mexico 
after WWII. The limited supply, and the cost of assembling and 
firing the V-2 rockets, had led to the development of a new 
and cheaper sounding rocket for scientific research. This liquid 
fuelled rocket, the Aerobee, was first launched in 1947, and 
by the early 1950s, US scientists had achieved a significant 
amount of pioneering upper atmosphere research.

 Back in Britain, it was later stated: “By 1952 it was clear that 
the time was ripe for the holding of a conference to discuss 
the techniques employed and the results already obtained” 
[4]. A joint conference was subsequently held at Oxford in the 
UK in August 1953, at which many researchers from the USA 
presented their work [5]. The conference had a significant effect 
on the situation in the UK:

 “…and this can now be seen as the first British step on the 
ladder into space which we climbed for nearly twenty years. 
I cannot remember much about the meeting, except that it 
was held in a dark medieval lecture-room, lit by a few light 
bulbs with dusty white shades: it seemed paradoxical that 
these new ventures into space were being planned in such 
antiquated surroundings [6]. 

1.3	 The	Scientific	and	Military	
Establishments Collaborate

Even before the Oxford conference had taken place, the chairman 
of the Royal Society’s Gassiot Committee (H.S.W.Massey) had 
been asked by the UK Ministry of Supply if the committee would 
be interested in using rockets available from the ministry for 
scientific research:

 Meanwhile, on the morning of 13 May 1953 when Massey 
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was just preparing to leave his room at UCL for the annual 
departmental cricket match between staff and students 
at Shenley, he received a telephone call from a Ministry 
of Supply official asking whether he would be interested 
in using rockets from the Ministry for scientific research. 
Immediately he replied “Yes” and went in search of Boyd 
and repeated the question! Naturally Boyd welcomed 
the prospect of the direct application of his probes in the 
exploration of the ionosphere [7]. 

This effectively marked the beginning of the British scientific 
rocket programme, and nearly fifty years later the then Sir 
Robert Boyd recalled:

…Harrie Massey came into my lab and said to me, ‘Boyd, 
how would you like to have some rockets for research?’ So 
I replied that I would very much like that, and I went off into 
the library to find out what had been going on, using rockets 
to study the ionosphere [8].

Hence, during the time at Oxford, a meeting took place 
between prospective British scientific users that confirmed 
their desire to embark on a rocket programme, although it was 
realised that the cost of such a programme would be more than 
the universities themselves could afford.

1.4 Funding

Next, in February 1954, a meeting took place with Sir Arnold 
Hall of the RAE, at which the scientists were delighted to hear 
of the development of the CTV.5 Series 3 rocket. They were told 
this would be capable of taking a payload of 100 lb (45 kg) to an 
altitude of 200 km (124 miles), much higher than they had been 
expecting, and well beyond the E region of the ionosphere. This 
was recollected at the opening of the MSSL (Mullard Space 
Science Laboratory) in 1967:

I recall, for example, our visit to see Dr. Jones at 
Farnborough at the very start of the programme, and the 
excitement of discovering that we were to get not just a little 
rocket reaching 80 km, but one that, when fully developed, 
would reach about 300 km – Skylark as it became known, 

is still one of the best vertical sounding rockets in the world 
[9].

 The prospects of collaboration seemed very good, and the 
Royal Society made a direct application to the UK Treasury 
for a sum of £100,000 [10] for rocket research in the upper 
atmosphere to take place over a four-year period.

2. Feasibility and Design

By then (unknown to the scientists), the RAE had already started 
work on a resumed offensive ballistic weapons programme 
[11], and hence were already interested in exploring the higher 
atmosphere:

 The introduction of the ballistic missile [Blue Streak] into the 
defence programme has brought about an urgent need for 
research at much higher altitudes and speeds. The work 
at much higher altitudes will include the investigation of the 
physics of the upper atmosphere and the experience gained 
on previous C.T.V.5 work now allows the rapid development 
of comparatively simple and cheap vehicles for the work [12]. 

 As part of this, they had produced several sounding rocket 
feasibility reports, and one of the most significant was written by 
Desmond King-Hele in 1954 [13]. This explored various options, 
and must be considered a landmark in British rocket design. It 
appears to have been the first professional analysis undertaken 
in the UK of the factors involved in launching a rocket into space. 
The four options that emerged are shown in Fig. 1.

2.1 The Design Evolves

Feasibility work continued, and in 1955 a report by D.I.Dawton 
concluded:

 The ideal upper atmosphere research vehicle should be 
easy to manufacture, prepare and fire and the total cost per 
flight should be kept as low as possible [14].

 These aspirations resulted in a proposed design for a single-

Fig.	1		The	four	possible	configurations	(vehicles	A	to	D)	considered	by	D.G.	King-Hele’s	RAE	report	in	May	1954.	 (RAE)
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stage uncontrolled rocket propelled by a solid-fuel motor, with 
the aim of achieving great height at reasonable cost. The final 
performance depended on the burning-time of the motor. A 
fast burning motor would produce high velocities in the lower 
atmosphere with resultant excessive drag. A slow burning motor 
would reduce the drag in the lower reaches in the atmosphere, 
but might mean a reduction in specific impulse [15], and 
because of the lower accelerations involved, the dispersion [16] 
would increase. The optimum burning time seemed to be about 
30 seconds, and this was the figure chosen.

A relatively low acceleration would also help reduce stress 
on the payloads. The use of ‘solid state’ electronics was still 
to come (the transistor had been invented only in 1953, just 
a few years before), and all electronic circuitry used was still 
glass thermionic valve (vacuum tube) based. This could cause 
difficulties; for instance in 1953 at Woomera, problems had 
been identified with the guidance system of the experimental 
RTV.1 vehicle, which used a complex circuit employing many 
valves. “More than a hundred of them were packed into the 
small interior, five times as many as in a television set of the 
period, and they often failed under the strong acceleration and 
vibration” [17].

The decision was also made to design the vehicle so that it 
was capable of meeting the requirements from a ground level 
launch. The advantages of launching at a high altitude from a 
balloon were considered, but the complications were thought to 
outweigh the benefits [18].

2.2	 Funding	Granted

In 1955 the funding for which the Gassiot Committee had applied 
was granted, when, on June 29th, Treasury support spread over 
four years was obtained. This was to be divided into £50,000 to 
cover the design and provision of rocket vehicles by the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment, and £50,000 to be made available to the 
Gassiot Committee to cover the cost of the experiments. 

 The rocket that would become known as Skylark was 
announced to the world in an article published in ‘Nature’ 
magazine on 7th April 1956 [19], (although then still called 
the ‘Gassiot vehicle’). The authors were Dr F.E.Jones of the 
RAE [20], and Professor H.S.W. Massey of UCL (University 
College London). The article, “Rocket Exploration of the Upper 
Atmosphere”, explained the evolution of the project and gave 
details of the proposed vehicle and launch tower. It was indeed 
a sounding rocket; although it would reach space, it was not 
intended for launching orbiting earth satellites. (Indeed, when 
Skylark was first launched, there were no artificial earth 
satellites). As explained later:

 Sounding rockets are designed to explore the region of 
the upper atmosphere higher than balloons or aircraft can 
reach, and lower than an orbiting satellite can descend 
because of air drag. It is a region where much is going on – 
interactions between the earth’s atmosphere and solar ultra-
violet radiation, terrestrial magnetism, micrometeorites, 
cosmic rays – all of which repay scientific investigation. In 
1957 when Skylark was first launched, these properties of 
the ionosphere were largely a mystery [21].

2.3 The Design Team

Once funding had been obtained, the RAE quickly started 
work:

 J.F. [Frank] Hazell, who had been the physicist and 
aerodynamicist in an earlier project in the series, was given 
overall responsibility for the Series III [Skylark] in September 
1955, and much of the ultimate success of the new venture 
was due to him [22].

2.4	 How	to	Build	Your	First	Space	Rocket

 “Really it just continued on from the designs we were doing 
for the controlled test vehicle and things like that. Frank 
Hazell’s group used to agree on something and then they 
fed the information down to us, and we just built the units 
and Skylark continued from those early controlled test 
vehicles. 

Fig.	2		Some	of	the	Skylark	design	team	at	RAE	Farnborough	in	1955,	a	photograph	originally	published	
by	the	area’s	local	newspaper	[23].	Left	to	right:	J.F.	(Frank)	Hazell,	W.H.Stephens,	E.B.Dorling,	T.S.Moss,	
M.O.Robins,	E.C.Cornford	[24].	 (Farnborough	Chronicle)
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… We were [then] confronted, as you say, with getting some 
of the materials. The bodywork was made up out of magalloy 
[25] and these were quite solid sections all bolted together 
with twenty-four 5/16th BSF bolts, and it really formed a very 
solid assembly. But on the other hand it had problems in 
quick assembly and that sort of thing.

 … the instrumentation components had all been tried and 
tested on those early programmes. Then we re-engineered it 
for the Skylark heads. The only thing was the overall weight, 
because with the CTV1s we were using very solid support 
brackets and things for accelerometers so the weight was 
going up tremendously … But initially from March 1956 to 
the first one flying, we had about a year to get all these 
things on…

 We operated as small teams, in fact there were only a 
handful of people in 1956 really, and we had two mechanics 
loaned to us from the main workshop. There were about 
four or five of us working away... for that first year it was hard 
going, because of all the trying to get the bits and pieces 
together to get the thing to the first trial flight, and we were 
lucky to get it all assembled for the first trial firing in 1957. 
We were going to fire in December 1956, but the firing was 
based on the firing of six motors at Westcott and I think 
three had failed, so we couldn’t continue then. There were 
Don Hawes and myself out there [Woomera] dealing with 
the programme and the paperwork and stuff like that and we 
had to return without flying and then they managed to fly it in 
February” [26].

2.5	 The	Launch	Tower

As anticipated, to keep costs down Skylark was kept as simple 
as possible, and had no active guidance system. Hence a launch 
tower with the ability to point the vehicle in the right direction at 
launch was designed and built. It was basically the equivalent of 
a November the fifth milk bottle!

3.	 Where	Skylark	was	Launched

There was no room in Britain to launch Skylark. The UK did 

have its own tactical missile testing facility, at Aberporth on the 
coast near Cardigan in Wales; but this was a relatively small 
sea range, and it was not possible to recover expended parts 
or payloads. So, despite being on the other side of the world, 
Woomera in South Australia was the choice as the original 
launch site for Skylark.

 Woomera was the general name for the very large land 
based experimental rocket range set up in 1947 under a “Joint 

Fig.	3		The	original	version	of	Skylark,	with	the	larger	GW22	fins.	 	 (After	Dorling	(1959),	Fig.	1	[27])

Fig. 4  The original 80-foot Skylark launch tower.
(Dorling	(1959),	Fig.	11)
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Fig.	6		The	Woomera	Range	E	launch	site	in	1957/58,	showing	launcher	apron	LA2	with	the	Skylark	launch	tower	
in	position.	This	view	is	from	the	north	west.	(The	sun	is	in	the	north	east!).	

(WRE	[Australian	Weapons	Research	Establishment])

Fig.	5		This	1949	map	shows	the	location	of	the	Woomera	rocket	range,	and	how	it	was	planned	to	stretch	1250	miles	
(2012	km)	across	Australia,	with	the	option	of	extending	into	the	Indian	Ocean	[29].	 (Australian	DoSD)
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Agreement” between the British and Australian governments. It 
was in effect a huge fully-equipped outdoor laboratory, and its 
establishment and operation makes a fascinating story in its own 
right [28]. It had survived a temporary setback in 1947, when 
British post war enthusiasm for long-range offensive missiles 
met economic and technical reality, and it was realised that 
the “Menace” and “Hammer” V-1 and V-2 equivalents couldn’t 
be produced as anticipated. However the range survived, 
priorities were reset, and a bomb ballistic range was the first 
facility to come into use. By the time the Skylark project arrived 
in 1956, a considerable amount of military missile work had 
been undertaken, although Skylark would be the rocket with the 
longest range so far tested.

4. The Proving Trials

The Skylark programme began with six “proving” or test firings. 
These were very successful, and vehicles fitted with university 
scientific experiments soon followed:

4.1	 Skylark	SL01	–	The	First	Launch

Wednesday 13 February 1957 dawned clear at Woomera, with 
a light variable wind from the east, and the promise of another 
hot summer’s day. (It would reach 29ºC/84ºF by 11.20 am.) As 
the Skylark team rode the one-hour bus ride from Woomera 
Village to the launching zone, hopes were high for a successful 
first launch - a proving flight to test both the rocket and the 
ground facilities. Would the years of development and theory 
be proved correct? 

Previously, teams in the UK and Australia had worked hard 
to meet an ambitious target for launch in November 1956, but 
frustratingly, this had had to be postponed because of problems 
with the Raven motor, a motor ignition problem encountered 
during proof tests at Westcott. (The Raven was by far the largest 

solid fuel rocket motor then developed in the UK, being nearly 
three times the size of any previous design. It made Skylark the 
first single-stage high performance solid propellant sounding 
rocket in the world [30].)

 Range closures over Christmas had added to the delay, but 
earlier that week the first Skylark rocket had been placed in the 
launch tower at launcher apron LA2. Here the instrumented 
payload head, weighing some 186 lbs (84 kg), had been lowered 
onto the motor and fin assembly, to give an all up weight of just 
over one tonne. The electrical priming unit had been attached, 
and the countdown checks begun.

Fig.	7		The	first	twelve	Skylark	launches.	The	six	initial	proving	tests	are	shown	in	black,	the	first	scientific	flights	in	
white.	 	 (Robin	Brand)

Fig.	8		An	early	Skylark	Raven	motor	assembly	being	loaded	into	
the	launch	tower.	 (WRE\A.Matthews)
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On that Wednesday morning, preparation was resumed from 
where it had been held overnight, and the checks continued. 
For this first flight, things were kept simple. The vehicle carried 
no university experiments, only RAE test instruments to monitor 
performance.

Skylark firings at Woomera were restricted to conditions of 
steady wind; turbulent gusty conditions even at low average 
wind speeds made wind predictions (and hence aiming 
Skylark) difficult or impossible. Hence, at 6 am that morning, 
a meteorological balloon had been released to provide high-
level wind information at 50,000 feet. As the time for launch 
approached, this was followed by others at 9:55, 10:45, 11:00 
and 11:15, to provide wind speed and direction at 3000 feet.

In future, these measurements would be used to point the 
launch tower to compensate for the wind. However, this first 
launch was different. Instead of being fired straight up, for 
this proving flight, SL01 would be fired along a relatively low 
trajectory, in part because the low performing Raven I motor 
was being used. Thus on that morning the Launch Officer 
set the tower elevation to 15º from the vertical, the maximum 
variation the tower was capable of. The azimuth was set to a 
bearing of 313º, along the launcher centre line. Precautionary 
jacks were used to stabilise the central tower for this and the 
next two firings.

 No doubt this first firing was as keenly watched as later 
launches:

 When an important missile is in sequence, and the amplified 
count-down, which may be heard almost everywhere, nears 
zero, the balconies may support forty or fifty observers who 
don’t need to observe at all.

 Every man who fires a rocket, or officially watches it, or 
officially listens to it, has his channel of communication into 
the instrumentation building...but [unofficial] observers still 
leave their desks or benches for a few seconds to watch 
each one depart. It is difficult to work anyway, against 
the consuming inevitability of a count-down, unless one’s 
work is associated with the count-down. It is on the public-
address system, a blend of human voice and the soprano 
squeak of electronic peeps. By its very nature it commands 
attention and dominates the mind like a powerful theatrical 
performance or the tick of a clock in a quiet room [31].

 At 11:20, 60 seconds before launch, the Launch Officer, 
threw the switch that started the firing sequence. 

 At 11:21, the igniter fired the Raven motor, and the rocket 
accelerated steadily up the tower for the first time. After two 
seconds, it cleared the tower, and roared up into the sky:

 A blinding flash, an immense, all enveloping curtain of 
black smoke and an awesome roar rapidly becoming a 
scream – and Britain’s first high-altitude rocket, “Skylark”, 
left the launcher at Woomera, Australia, for the first time on 
Wednesday [32].

 As it left the launch tower, Skylark was tracked firstly by those 
instruments situated in a broad arc, 1000 yards (1 km) behind 
the launch apron. 

 After 10 seconds SL01 had reached 341 mph (549 km/h), 
after 20 seconds 1023 mph (1646 km/h), and after 30 seconds 
1773 mph (2853 km/h) [33]. It reached a peak of 2318 mph 
(3731 km/h) at 34 seconds as the motor finished burning, but 
SL01 glided upwards for another 30 seconds, before starting to 
descend. Altogether, the flight lasted about two minutes.

 This first firing was regarded as most successful. The rocket 
had travelled up the launch tower without problem, and was 
stable before and after powered flight. Telemetry reception 
was continuous for practically the whole flight, an essential 
requirement. Optical tracking using the Vinten cine cameras 
was good, although affected by the haze, and reliable data was 
obtained from the kinetheodolites for at least the first half of the 
flight. However radar tracking was soon lost, although the low 
trajectory meant it was not really a fair test. Doppler signals were 
received for about three quarters of the flight. The MTS (Missile 
Tracking System) fared better, providing trajectory information 
for most of the flight:

 Back in Farnborough, as the news came through, a big 
team of scientists, designers and engineers heaved a sigh 
of relief. It meant that over a year’s careful work at the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment had been crowned with success, and 
the 25-foot rocket designed to take scientific instruments 

Fig.	 9	 	 This	 view	 shows	 “Two	 young	 British	 Army	 technicians	
working on a Skylark rocket in its launcher”. The top of the motor 
is	visible,	with	the	primer	in	position.	The	three	guide	rails	can	be	
clearly	seen;	that	on	the	left	with	the	binding	still	on,	is	part	of	the	
loading	trolley.	 (National	Archives	of	Australia:	A1200,	L33569)
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100 miles up into the earth’s upper atmosphere, only an 
idea a little over a year ago, was a practical reality [33].

4.2	 Skylark	SL02

Preparations for the second flight followed immediately, and 
three months later, the second Skylark was ready for launch. 
The test instrumentation was similar to SL01, but with the 
addition of six vibration sensors and a second telemetry sender. 

This time an improved Raven IIA motor was fitted, which had a 
greater initial thrust. 

 Wednesday 22nd May dawned fine with a moderate breeze 
from the south, and visibility at 30 miles. There was a delay 
waiting for the wind to die down, but final preparations started 
at 13:30, the firing sequence started at 14:35, and after a 
two-minute standby called because of excessive winds, firing 
occurred at 14:50.

Figs.	10-12		SL01	is	fired	from	Woomera	at	11:21	local	time,	Wednesday	13	February	1957.	At	the	time	of	writing	(July	2015)	the	video	clip	
from	which	these	images	are	taken	can	be	accessed	at	www.australiansatwork.com.au/rocket/rocket_sc7-8.php.	 (WRE)

Fig.	13		The	launch	of	SL01	was	prominently	featured	by	the	Farnborough	local	newspaper.
(Farnborough	Chronicle/Chris	Hazell)
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After two and a half minutes, Skylark 02 reached an estimated 
peak altitude of 250,000 feet (47miles / 76 km), over six times as 
high as Skylark SL01.

4.3	 A	Navigational	Error

Unfortunately, because of an error in setting the launch tower 
dial readings, SL02 was not fired in the correct direction! 

…Skylark roared off far to the right of its intended path. 
Taken by surprise, few of the tracking instruments kept up 
with it, and its impact point was not calculated for some 
time; but it had obviously transgressed the northern range 
boundary. It was one of the very few occasions when this 
unforgivable sin was committed at Woomera; but fortunately, 
it did no harm in such a sparsely populated region. What 
had happened was that, when working out the procedures 
for setting the launcher to compensate for winds, one rather 
elementary calculation had been forgotten… very wisely it 
was decided not to go and look for [the Skylark] because 
that would have drawn attention to it  [35].

Thus, the impact point could only be estimated; the figure 
arrived at being 111 miles (179 km) downrange. Later that day 
the launching officer wrote “I shot an arrow in the air, it fell to 
earth I know not where”, convinced that Hazell’s carefully 
devised technique of wind correction was quite ineffective [36]. 
Later, when it was realised what the true training angles were, 
he was able to show that the rocket had responded as predicted. 

Telemetry and other records were satisfactory as far as they 
went. Optical tracking was good, the high trajectory and favourable 
position of the Sun making the results considerably better than 
with SL01. Useful heating measurements were again made on 
the nose cone (a maximum of 200ºC at +50 seconds), and there 

was confirmation of the SL01 observation that internal pressure 
sealing was good. The purpose of the extra vibration sensors was 
to help establish a vibration specification for Skylark, to which 
future experimental equipment could be tested. Unfortunately, 
no results were obtained because the vibration amplifier failed in 
flight. This was ironic, as the vibration environment in Skylark was 
later proved mild by missile standards!

4.4	 Skylark	SL03

Despite being mainly a proving flight, on the third launch the 
opportunity was taken to flight test two photometers (sensitive 
light detectors), of a type to be used in later experiments by 
Queen’s University, Belfast, and three Pirani type [37] pressure 
gauges made by the RAE. 

 The first three attempts to launch SL03 had to be abandoned. 
The first on Thursday 17th July because of the failure of the 
programme motor caused by a wiring error, and a subsequent 
deterioration in weather conditions. The second on the following 
day was cancelled because of a fault in the range DTU (Doppler 
Trigger Unit) system, and a third on the 22nd July because of 
trouble with the range Doppler aerials. (In these circumstances 
the benefits of using a solid propellant motor were shown to 
advantage; the tanks of a liquid propellant based engine would 
have had to be emptied each time, a problem avoided with 
Skylark).

 However, Tuesday 23rd brought better luck. The weather 
was mostly sunny, and the eight meteorological balloons 
released confirmed a moderate breeze from the east up to 5000 
feet (1500 m). Stage II of the preparations was complete by 10 
am, the countdown started at midday, and launch was at 12:32. 

Fig.	14		The	launch	of	Skylark	SL02	from	Woomera	at	14:50	local	time	22	May	1957.	 (WRE)
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Unfortunately, SL03’s run of bad luck continued. Although the 
rocket performed correctly in flight, a major mistake was made 
during the countdown:

An error by the priming monitor shortly before launch caused 
all power supplies to fail at plug extraction and therefore no 
in-flight telemetry, Doppler or MTS data was obtained [38].

The priming set was used to power Skylark until just before 
launch. Before it was unplugged, an isolation switch should 
have been thrown so that once launched, Skylark’s electronic 
systems were powered from its internal batteries. 

Dave Everest had a more revealing recollection:

When it was fired, the ground crew forgot to switch the 
power supplies from the ground supplies to the airborne 
batteries. So, as soon as the Skylark disengaged from the 
umbilical, the rocket flew completely dead. When this firing 
was announced on the BBC, there was a statement that the 

firing went “exactly as expected”. Well, if it is a dead missile, 
that is true enough, but it certainly is a bit Machiavellian. In 
fact the only true word in “exactly as expected” is the word 
“as” [39].

 It has to be said that the countdown procedures initially used 
for Skylark appear to have been a little casual. Indeed, it may 
only have been when the Black Knight rocket was first fired from 
Woomera the following year (1958) that written trials procedures 
were introduced:

 I think I am right in saying that BK [Black Knight] was one 
of the first missiles handled by RAE which required written 
trials preparation procedures. Previously, any suggestion 
that trials teams needed written prompting was regarded as 
an insult – but of course many a missile failed miserably 
because of elementary forgetfulness in the stress of the 
moment… [40].

4.5	 Skylark	SL04	–	Journey	into	Space!

In contrast to the third Skylark launch, the fourth was very 
successful, although there were similar technical problems 
before firing. 

 As the previous test flights had gone relatively well, on this 
occasion the opportunity was taken to trial three university 
experiments. These were a full-scale test of the University 

Fig.	15		The	internal	structure	of	the	SL03	instrumented	head.	
(Dorling	(1959),	Fig.	22)

Fig.	16		The	launch	of	Skylark	SL03.	After	21	seconds,	it	disappeared	
into	the	clouds,	never	to	be	seen	again!	 (WRE)
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College London ‘grenade’ experiment, the Imperial College 
‘window’ experiment [41], and the University of Birmingham 
dielectric experiment. In fact, the grenade experiments had a 
double purpose, they also supported flash detector and ballistic 
camera tests for the Black Knight programme [42]. In addition, a 
second flight test of Pirani pressure gauges was made. 

The construction of SL04 differed a little from the previous 
versions; the normal flight instrumentation was moved to the 
nose cone, so that the instrumentation bay (the compartment 
below the tapered nose cone) could be replaced by a ‘grenade 
bay’ carrying eighteen grenades and ten ‘window’ cartridges. 
(The technique of using grenades to measure temperature 
and winds at altitude from a fast moving rocket had been 
pioneered in the USA in 1948, but with no success until 1950 
[43].)

4.6 Sputnik 1

Whilst preparations for SL04 were being made at Woomera, 
the astonishing news came through that on the 4th October the 
USSR had launched the world’s first artificial space satellite. 
Sputnik 1 was a sphere of 23 inches (58 cm) in diameter with a 
mass of 184 pounds (84 kg), and it broadcast its famous “beep 
beep beep” signal as it orbited the Earth every 96 minutes. The 
final stage of its launch rocket also went into orbit; this was 
much larger, and at night could easily be seen by the naked eye. 
The original impact of this event is difficult to convey, as these 
days we tend to take space satellites for granted, but at the time 
it seemed like science fiction coming true - which of course it 
was - a feeling that today could perhaps only be re-captured if 
aliens landed or time-travel was invented!

 The technology within Sputnik 1 was similar to that being used 
on Skylark; for instance, its transmitter was similarly thermionic 
valve (vacuum tube) based. The difference was that the USSR 
had available (just) the powerful R7 rocket to launch it. A fact not 
then known in the West was that the simply constructed Sputnik 
1 had been built at the last moment, after it was realised that the 
scientific satellite originally intended had become too big and 
complicated to be ready in time [44].

4.7	 Back	at	Woomera

Meanwhile, preparations continued with Skylark SL04. The 
grenade experiment meant that the launch had to take place 
during a moonless night so the grenade flashes could be seen 
and photographed. As with SL03, the first three attempts to 
launch SL04 had to be abandoned. The first two on the 23rd 
and 24th October failed because of a fault in the priming set 
plug ejector mechanism, and the delay meant the launch had to 
be postponed until the next moonless period.

 Three weeks later, another launch attempt was made. On the 
12th November, the countdown was stopped when the grenade 
timing switch failed to start because of a wiring fault. However, 

on Wednesday the 13th all went well. The day itself was a fine 
and cloudless summer’s day with visibility at 25 miles (40 km). 
At ground level, there was a gentle breeze from the south, 
but the meteorological balloons released towards the evening 
revealed it was calm above 3000 feet (914 metres). 

 The countdown was successful, launch occurred at 21:22 
in the evening, and with a roar, the Raven IA motor powered 
SL04 into the night. After 10 seconds Skylark 04 broke the 
sound barrier, by 20 seconds it had reached a speed of 1500 
mph (2400 km/h), and entered the stratosphere at an altitude of 
some 6 miles (10 km) [45].

 After a total of just over 40 seconds, the Raven motor finished 
firing, and at ‘all burnt’, the rocket had reached a maximum 
velocity of some 3300 mph (5260 km/h) at a height of 100,000 
feet (19 miles/30 km). At this point it was travelling at nearly a 
mile (1.6 km) a second!

 The rocket continued upwards under its own momentum, 
soon passing the maximum height achievable by balloon. Next, 
the ‘window’ and grenade experiments began firing, starting 
those experiments at an altitude previously unobtainable. 

Fig.	 17	 	 Although	 the	 author	 has	 been	 unable	 to	 find	 any	
photographs	 of	 the	 launch	 of	 SL04	 (perhaps	 because	 it	 was	 a	
night-time	firing),	this	time-lapse	photo	of	a	Skylark	launch	a	year	
or	two	later	indicates	what	it	must	have	looked	like.	 (WRE)
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At +55 seconds and a height of 31 miles (50 km), the rocket 
cleared the stratosphere and entered the mesosphere, the 
region where meteors from space burn up when they enter the 
Earth’s atmosphere.

Still Skylark SL04 continued upwards, and after a flight 
time of 110 seconds crossed the nominal 100 km (62 miles) 
border into space. Here it continued to climb for another 
minute or so through the region where the sporadic E layer 
of the ionosphere occurs, reaching an apogee of 420,000 feet 
(128 km / 79 miles) after a total of three minutes. Just over a 
minute later re-entry occurred, SL04 having spent two and a 
half minutes in space.

Unlike SL03, there were no major electrical problems with 
SL04, and telemetry data was successfully received for most 
of the six minutes of the flight. Impact was 107 miles (172 km) 
down range, the impact point located, and parts recovered.

4.8	 The	University	Experiments

Two of the three university experiments were successful, and 

Fig.	18		The	trajectory	and	experiment	release	times	
for	Skylark	SL04.	The	apogee	was	420,000	feet	(128	
km/79	miles),	and	the	dashed	line	shows	the	nominal	
border	of	space	at	100	km	(328,000	feet/62	miles).	

(Dorling	(1959),	Fig.	28)

resulted in scientific papers being published [46]. The ‘grenade’ 
experiment from University College London produced an 
atmospheric temperature profile up to 70 km, and together with 
the ‘window’ experiment from Imperial College produced a wind 
profile to the same height. 70 km was over twice the altitude 
that balloons could reach, and these were pioneering ‘state of 
the art” observations for the time, probably the first ever in the 
southern hemisphere.

 The University of Birmingham experiment was designed 
to measure electron density, one of the properties of the 
ionosphere, the layer of electrically charged particles on the 
edge of space that determines long-range radio transmission. 
This attempt failed because of power supply problems, but once 
the teething problems were sorted out, it became one of the 
most reliable of the Skylark experiments.

4.9	 Conclusion

Skylark SL04’s apogee of 128 km was some 70% greater than 
the 85 km estimated for SL03, and so it was the first British 
rocket to cross the nominal 100 km boundary and reach space, 
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Fig.	19		Instant	archaeology,	or	“what	can	happen	when	a	man-made	object	returns	from	space	without	a	
parachute!”	The	remains	of	Britain’s	first	space	rocket,	some	of	the	parts	recovered	from	SL04.

(National	Archives	of	Australia:	D891,	N58/170)

Fig.	20		This	chart	plots	the	annual	numbers	of	Skylark	launches	during	its	operating	life.	The	first	fifteen	years	or	so	were	the	‘golden	
age’	for	Skylark,	when	there	were	few	scientific	earth	satellites,	and	sounding	rockets	provided	a	relatively	cheap	and	quick	method	for	
scientists	to	make	original	discoveries.	 	 (Robin	Brand)

a tribute to the British who had designed and manufactured it, 
and the Australians who had launched it.

The University scientists and the Royal Society must have 
been delighted to see their first experiments carried through 
the upper atmosphere into space. Although the research 
programme was not due to start until the following year, to those 
taking part, SL04 marked the real beginning of the British high 
altitude rocket programme [47]. It had become clear that there 
was no need to await the completion of the proving flights before 
starting the scientific programme, and planning for grenade and 
other experiments began for Skylarks 07, 08, 09 and 18.

Whilst the development of Skylark had been continuing, 
quite independently, preparations had been going on for the 
“International Geophysical Year” (IGY), the largest international 

co-operative scientific enterprise up to that time. This ‘year’ 
(actually 18 months) ran from July 1957 to December 1958, and 
by hard work from all involved, the Skylark programme came 
to fruition during this time. These scientific results from Skylark 
SL04 were therefore the first from the Skylark programme to 
contribute.

5.	 The	Future	for	Skylark

Once the proving tests were over, Skylark settled into a 
steady and very successful working life. In total, there were 
441 launches, with a peak of 35 in 1970. By the time of the 
last launch in 2005, it had become the longest running rocket 
programme of all time; and if longevity is a measure, one of the 
most successful. It is hoped to cover some of the aspects of 
Skylark’s scientific use in future articles.
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